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Band brings jazz to life
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor
If anyone still thinks jazz is dead, he should have
been in the SUB pit three weeks ago, when Central's
stage band proved to the people there that jazz was
still one of the hottest sounds around.
But the listeners weren't just astonished by the
jazz. Rather, it was the stage band producing the
sounds and its unorthodox director that began to
raise amazed questions.
Throughout the excited crowd, questions like,
"Where did Central ever learn tunes like that?" and
"Who is that <;mt-of-sight director? " were floating
around.
John Moawad, the director of the stage band,
admits that he is indeed unorthodox in his style of
directing.
"Every move I make in directing," he said,
"enhances rather than takes away. In performances, my work has already been done so I
strive for a happy intercourse between myself and
the band. Every move is in response to the band.''
Instead of keeping rhythm while directing, as
most directors do, Moawad can be seen doing
everything from bouncing up and dqwn to a really
alive sound, criss-crossing ,his arms to bring out a
strong brass section or sitting peacefully on the
floor nodding his head to the sound of a mellow
trombone solo.
At any rate, Moawad is different. His enthusiasm
for jazz sparkles and his optimism for the stage
band is overwhelming.
As one of the members of the stage band put it,
''With Moawad there, there is a presence of spirit.''
The stage band this year includes 21 men, 20 of
them are undergraduates, 11 of which are underclassmen. Moawad admits that this band is an
extraordinarily young band and because of this, he
is even more enthusiastic over their progress.
He refers to the stage band as a "great" band and
adds that they are the band to beat this year.

By saying it is the "band to beat" Moawad is
referring to this year's Northwest Regional Competition of the National Association of Jazz
.
Educators.
The winners of each of the six regions in the
United States will be flown back to perform at the
John F. Kennedy Center for Performing Arts,
Washington, D.C.
In Washington D.C., accordil!g to Moawad, ther.e
will be no real competition, just the six college band
doing their things.
Each band submits an audition tape in late April
and from these the judges select the winner for the
all expense-paid excursion to Washington, D.C.
Moawad and the students in the band really
believe they will be the ·band selected from this
region.
·
,,
Gary Hobbes, the drummer for the stage band,
was with Mt. Hood Community College in Oregon
last year when they won the regional title. Now he is
here, largely, he says, because of Moawad himself.
Hobbes said that after the competitio11 was over,
Moawad came to talk to him about Central. Hobbes
said he was very impressed by Moawad and by the
high caliber of last year's band which received an
honorable mention.
Last year Hobbes was awarded the most outstanding musician award in the region and is now
even more excited about Central winning the
regional championship this year.
Moawad noted that right now he is working on
making the students here aware that they have a
great band on campus. He· said that concerts in the
SUB are just one of the ways of letting the students
know this, plus letting the students see what some of
their student funds are going for.
As he puts it, ."It is our way of saying thank-you."
He plans to continue these jazz concerfs twice a
month and, if interest permits, he may even move .
the concerts into the ballroom.

· The next concert will be next Friday at 11: 15 a.m.
in the Pit. It will be a .combined jazz and jazz-rock
festival featuring the stage band and the second
stage-band, which Moawad refers to as the
"training ground" for the original group.
Moawad calls himself a "product of this school"
because he received both his bachelor's and his
master's degrees at Central.
Upon completion of his master's, Moawad taught
at Nathan Hale High School in Seattle. While in
Seattle he says his stage band won seven out of ten
jazz festivals and won the Reno jazz festival twice.
This is only his second year instructing at Central.
So far he is in charge of the two stage bands teaches
history of jazz, co-directs the sympho~y band
directs a percussion-rock ensemble and offer~
private percussion lessons.
~ccording to Moawad, the two most important
~hmgs about a stage band is that it has to swing and
· it h~s to have e~otion. He says that it has to convey

· excitement and it has to become involved in what it
is doing.
"Even our rehearsals are enthusiastic," he said.
"If they haven't experienced it in the rehearsals

then they can't do it in public. That's why I encourage students to come and listen even during
rehearsal."
Moawad says none of his rehearsals are closed
and everyone is urged to go . and listen every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 11 a.m. in room
122 of Hertz.
This audience participation is very, important to
the whole stage band, accor.ding to Moawad.
· "The~e's nothing greater than having the curtain
open and seeing all these fans," he said, "It's really
a gas."
"And we've got a winner here" he added "the
proof is in the listening.''
'
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Classes ·must meet
·Fridays, says memo
I

On Oct. 18 Bernard L. Martin,
dean of arts and sciences, sent a
memo to the sociology department stating that the department
was "<,dmost universally having
no Friday classes," and that
beginning winter quarter all
classes in the department must
meet 50 minutes a day fot every ·
credit offered.
Consequently, Dr. Martin, in
essence, ordered that. there will
be no more four day ·classes for
five credits, unless: otherwise
1pecified. .
;
"Any · individucil faculty
. nember who feels that certain of
his particular offerings require .
some other type of meeting, is
welcome to discuss the matter
with me, at his earliest con. venience", stated )Dean Martin.
In reply to th~ memo, Dr.
- Charles Hawkins, coordinator of
the Sociology Department

Faculty, told the Crier, that, ·
"They (sociology faculty)
thought that was all the class
could benefit from, so the fifth
day was used for individual
conferences,
and
outside
reading.''
He added, "We all have had to
resubmit new schedules for
winter quarter, to the Dean for
rea pproval.''
. "Some faculty members will
still be allowed to meet less than
the required credits call for."
"Actually," Dr. Hawkins
stated, "we want to know what
The "Sea of Madness" continues with students may be obtained when the packets are picked up.
the students think about this new
jamming in to pre-register. Closed-class lists are Pre-registration ends next Friday and the deadline
policy and class meetings in
posted at the registrars and a list of class changes for tuition and fees is Dec. 6 (Monday).
general.''
"Do they feel cheated when
class meets less than .the credits
prescribe, or do they feel that
they benefit from having that
extra day off for outside
research,'' 'said Hawkins.

Doctor explains services,
facilities of Health Center

Santa Claus/· Suits
for rent
Call and make reservations now

Band Box Beauty Salon
203· E. Fifth

925-2177

Late-breaking n_e ws!

by Deb Cameron
staff writer ·
All Central Students need to be
aware of the Student Health
Center and its facilities, said Dr.
Wickerath, Director of the Health
Center.
Now in its second year with
new facilities, the Student Health
Center is located across from
Meisner Hall at the corner of 11th
and Poplar St. It is open on a .
drop-in basis Monday through
Friday from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and
from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Upon entering the Health
Center, the receptionist will ask
the student for his Student Body
Card, as identification, and will
inquire about his problem. If it is

STEREOCRAFT

HAS ADVENT!
Those of you who follow the audio scene in even a casual
way know that the original Advent Loudspeaker and the newer Smaller Advent Loudspeaker are the most exciting acoustic-suspension speakers in existence. Priced modestly and of
bookshelf proporti~ns, they are superior to speakers costing
several times as much. Very natural in sound, they reproduce
all audible frequencies, from organ pedal tones more felt
than h"ard to the high-frequency siz.cle of cymbals, with
superb accuracy. (The principal difference between the two
Advent Loudspeakers is that the larger will play louder and
fill larger rooms.
STEREOCRAFT is proud 'to have been named an Advent dealer, especially in view of the facts that Advent has over
1,000 dealer applications on file and has granted ·only three
at her deal«ships i ri a.fl of Washington. Get a pair for your
girl. (Where else can you get a trode like that~)

a very personal one, the student
may simply state that it is
"personal," and be referred to a
doctor or nurse as requested.
Staff
"We have three M.D.s on the
staff, plus a full complement of
nurses," says Wickerath. "For
emergencies there is a registered
nurse on duty and a doctor on call
24-hours a day, seven-days a
week, except during quarter
breaks." The Health Center
closes at the same time the
dorms close.
Most services provided by the
Health Center .are free, but there
are a few exceptions. "A charge
is made for certain supplies, for
all X-rays, and a student is billed
for lab work which exceeds $15
dollar any one quarter." (In 1971
·over $20,000 was done i.n free lab
work for stud~nts.) A charge of $3
is made for pregnancy tests, and
a small deposit is required for the
use of equipment such as crutches.
Students needing in-patient
care will not be charged if they
turn over their meal tick'.et upon
admission. Without a meal ticket,
the in-patient charge is · $4.50
daily.
.
''Whether they come in · has
nothing to do with whether or not
they have insurance," says
Wickerath, in relation to the
Student Health Center- services.
The Student Health Insurance
is designed to pay for most of the
services for which the student
would other wise be charged.

PRE-CHR_ISTMAS SALE

(We sell these beauties in pairs)

ALL FABRIC COATS
including

·S ee our other ads- p. 9 & 19 .

.

Loudspeaker
1

120"

Smaller ADVENT

Insurance
Claim
Forms,
available at the reception desk,
must · be filled out by students
when they ~re treated. Insurance
helps a lot, but it is by no means _
required for treatment.
Common infections
The most common infections on
campus are respiratory infections and urinary infections.
In order -not to expose children to
these infections, a sign outside
the Health Center door suggests
not to bring children in.
Contraceptives are still not
available at the Student Health
Center, but may be obtained from
the Family Planning Clinic at 6th
and Nan um St.
Wickerath is slightly alarmed
·at the increase of gonorrhea
within the last month. "I would
really suggest that if students are
going to have intercourse they
would have some .precaution,"
says Dr. Wickerath.
Physicals are available, to
students for athletic programs on
campus, but not for summer jobs
or other outside requirements.
If a student needs medfoal help,
but cannot get to the Health
Center, call 963-1881 ·and
arrangements for assistance will
be made either .with campus
Security or,: the Ellensburg ·
ambulance. A charge of $25 is
made' for ambulance services.
"If you have any questions
regarding · the Student Health
Center or its services,-feel free to
come see us," Wickerath concluded.

Fake Fur, Camel; Wetlook,
Quilted Nylon, Wool
from famous makers
Wec;itherbee
Fashionbilt
Dee Dee Deb

7258

1

(Vinyl finish, $105)

Many Styles To Choose From
Capes, Midis, Maxis,
Parkas, .Panti Coats

All 'V3 off reg. price
408 N. Pearl

962-2830

Electronics For Entertainment? -;- ·'STEREOCRAFT has it all.''

Milin

Maig11rtt
720 E. 8th A¥8-

Margaret's
in the Plaza
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Bookstore coolness
turns to hot debate
by Beelµ. Holland
feature editorial
Monday's legislative meeting started
with reserved cool about the bookstore
situation, then ended in lively debate when
the policy of campus political parties was
que$tioned.
It was the first meeting for several new
legislators.
·
Dudley immediately started to question
the administrators about the bookstore's
relation to Central, or as an independent
cO-operative.
Stan Bohne, vice-president of business
affairs, Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary
services, and Tom Hruska, bookstore
manager, answered Dudley's inquiries.
Situation not explained
The 'bookstore situation' was never ·
explained or introduced. Dudley fired off
inconsistent queries, motivated by the
statement that "students were as}ting
about the bookstore."
The most specific details an observer
could comprehend about the bookstore
problems, were provided by Stan Bohne.
He said the bookstore exists as a retail
merchandising and book service to Central's students. Since the bookstore pays a
rent of $28,000 to the SUB, . it does not
operate independently.
Dudley said students w~Iit more money
for used books and for the bookstore to
operate with more hours.1
Suggestions not feasible
Hruska said both suggestions were not
feasible; used book dealers must buy back
books at near market value and the
bookstore can't operate on it s budget for
more open hours.
Bohne cleared the misunderstanding the
bookstore does not operate to make
profits. Since it exists as a direct academic
function to students, it must break even on
school supplies, clothing and related
services.
A permanent change of meeting pface
was voted to be SUB 204 or 205. The new
conference room(s) would eliminate noise
from the outside hall and downstairs
Burger Bar. Whether any room will quiet
noise from Inside is debatable.

Considering the recent failure of the
student publication, Village Review, the
Legislature tabled until Dec. 10 a request
for funds from Kippy Poyser, staff of
Nexus.
He said since Nexus had appeared as
three self-supporting issues, the small
poetry publication would require a subsidy
for larger circulation.
The ASC has about $1000 left in their
budget until spring, Dave Padgett, ASC
business manager said.
Legislator Debbie Berto moved to fund
$112 for the next three issues of the
magazine on a trial basis.
Padgett, representing the finance board,
tabled the recommendation to be considered by the board before the legislators
voted.
Bill Chan1berlin, journalism department
chairman, reassured the legislators the
Publications Board informs students what
publications are viable and Nexus will be
monitored by the board.
New clubs
Next, a wave of four new campus clubs
were accepted, before one got caught as
unconstitutional.
McGovern for President club was cited
by Dudley when he found the student
handbook ruled political clubs supporting
a single candidate was unconstitutional.
Dave Larson quipped, "Then a club for
McGovern for Unpresident would have to
be on campus to balance two opposing
sides."
Dudley suggested the club petition
, Central's Board of Trustees for an
emergency rule.
Legislator Mark Henning insisted the
Board of Trustees would not approve the
club, then ended the debate when he
produced a letter from an attorney general
to the UW student body president. The
letter quoted that acknowledged, one-sided
political clubs on Washington state college
campuses was not permitted.
Oh, dormies need not worry about being .
charged 'for tack holes in the walls,
because all dorm walls have by now been
covereCI with vinyl wallpaper, which absorb the tack holes, according to Wendell
Hill.

1-82 influence felt
by cafeS, drive-ins
by Karen Sybouts
however, that towards Christmas
staffwrUer
if any changes are to be made,
At this point it is hard to they will be put into effect at that
determine whether the ·new I-82 ·time.
highway between here and
Now having two interstate
· Yakima has influenced the highway junctions, Ellensburg is
business of this city in any way. expected to bring · in more
When the highway first opened business for service stations,
on Nov. 12, many people from the motels and restaurants.
Yakima area were as eager to try
During rodeo time .and other
out the new highway as were special occasions it will now be
residents of Ellensburg. So in easier for tourists to come to
going both directions, the flow of Ellensburg and then the city will
traffic was evenly matched.
probably get more btisiness than
Especially on Nov. 14, Sunday it has had in the past.
drivers came pouring into the
city. Several drive-ins and
ARETE
restaurants
increased
in
Arete is a women's group that
customers over that weekend,
Nelcomes all women who · are
but Sunday was the busiest day. interested in serious academic
In the future they expect a great and creative work. Meetings are
overall increase in business.
held the second Thursday of each
As yet, the downtown mer- month at 8 p.m.
chants haven't noticed any
The .Dec. 9 meeting will be in
particular change in business Grupe Conference Center.
since the new highway has been
For further information, call
put into use. They predict, 925-9507 or 962-2894.

DAIRY QUEEN
•BURGERS
Budget . . . . . . . . . .29
Regular . . . . . . . . . •4S
Deluxe . . . . . . . . . .55
Giant . . . . . . . . . . .75
Pizza . . . . . .. . . . . - .6S
Chlll . . . . . . . . . . . .60
Giant CHILI . . . . . . .80
Flshburger . . . . . . .SO
w /Cheese-Sc Extra
• BASKOS WITH FRIES

Budget .. . . . . . . . .44
Deluxe . . . . . . . . . •67
Giant '. . . . . . . • . . .89
Flshburger . . . . . . .6S
Com Dog . . . . . . . •44
w /Cheese-Sc Extra
•DOGS
Reg. Ft•. Long
_ .4S
Deluxe Ft. Long . . .SS
~hlll Ft. Long . . . . .SS
Com Dog . . . . . . . •29
w /Cheese-Sc Extra
• SANDWICHES
Grllled Cheese
.40
Ham (on Toast) .'. .60
with Cheese . . . . .6S
Fish & Chips
•9 5
with Tartar Sauce
French Fries .30 & .55
Onion Rings .35 & .65
Extra Tartar Sauce 3c ea.
y

10th & Alder
962-2222
•DRINKS
Coke, Sprite, Root Beer, ·
Fresca, .15, .20, .30 &
.4!)
Gallon . . . . . . . . .8S
Shakes & Freezes .40

. . . . . . . . . . . . & .so
. Malts . . . . . • .45 & .SS

•ICE CREAM
Sundaes ..•3S, .4S, .5S
Super Sundae
Pints . . . . . . . . .S5
Quarts . . . . . . . .95
Banana Spllts . . .70
Parfaits . . . . . . . .60
Dlllys & D.Q. Sandwiches
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15
•CIGARETTES
.5S
Delivered With Food
Order Only
MINIMUM ORDER
FOR FREE DELlvERY
-$1.00 -

.

_,.

~herinHolidayCheer

Kayser·
·. PantyHose

~d Stockings.
This Christmas, give her a gift of Holiday Cheer.
And make sure it's filled with Kayser panty
hose and stockings. She'll cherish your ·
remembering her favorite style, luxuriously
stretchy Agilon~ She'll flip for the kicky opaqu-e
colors. And she'll love you all year r:_ound when
you ornament her legs with exclusive Carmolon•
nylon sized to fit everyone, perfectly. So, dress
her in Kayser cheer, and make Christmas last
throughout the year.

$1.00-$2.50
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Students register?

1

After years of struggling, young people have attained the right to
vote. Unfortunately, those who were struggling are in the minority,
with the majority of young people not eve~ bothering to register.
It is essential that as many young people register as possible in the
coming months if that youth vote is to become meaningful.

Realizing the importance of this new voting block, the student
government association ( ASC) is sending two students to Chicago's
Loyola University for an Emergency Conference on Voter
Registration.
In addition to the duo sent by ASC, three other Central students and
a former student will attend, in hopes of bringing back pertinent in- .
foqnation concerning methods Central might employ in registering
new voters.
Herein lies the problem: Will the students sent back to Chicago
~eally bring valid information or is it "Party time back East for the
'.Joys from Washington?"
It is impossible to pre-judge the students before they attend the
conference, but it might be well to explain who is sending who and
what information they hope to attain.

The ASC is sending Dave Larson, administrative vice president, and
Bill Lacy, Tom Dudley's administrative assistant. For Larson, it is an
opportunity to show some originality., something that he has not
demonstrated in the past.
Larson plans to co-chair a campus-wide voter registration drive this
spring with Lacy. Only time ·will tell whether or not the partnership
will pan out.
Lacy is using student monies for the conference to take pictures for
.:i planned slide show for the students and to pick up as much information as he can.
Mark Henning, state chairman of the Intercollegiate Politjcal Affairs Commission ( IPAC), will attend the Chicago conference using
his IPAC trav~l money.
Henning plans to bring as much information as he can to coordinate
a statewide voter registration campaign, with LarsQn and Lacy
helping out.
With Henning on the flight back will be Frank Morris, alumni, who
will assist Henning in the coordination of the statewide registration
drive.
Gary Larson, executive vice president of the ASC, will also attend,
footing the bill himself. He hopes not only to take pictures at the
conference but to explore different avenues of coverage. Not having
any specific responsibilities or commitments it might be that he will
do a better job than any of the others.
Lastly, Pete Delaunay, editor-in-chief of the Crier, will attend.
Funded by the Crier ($100) and the Ellensburg Record ($100), he plans
to report on the activities slated for the conference with particular
emphasis on the activities of the delegation from Central. In addition,
he will report for the Seattle Times and the Everett Herald. With that
amount of work, we hope- that Our
expediture
is worth
while.
- - .
.
.
If the delegates from Central do their job, we feel the money will be
· well spent. If they don't, it will just chalk up as another black mark for

Fly The .Friendly Skies

Editor's Focus

Plane hijacking anyone'?

the ASC and the Crier as well.
Perhaps the outcome will be positive and this campus will become
active in voter registration. A tentative plan has been outlined to attain ideas and information-we hope . the conference will lead to
greater youth participation in the political system.

by Sandi Dolbee
hijacking the jets flee to safety?
news editor
In almost, if not every instance of a hijacking, the
"As you board this golden fanjet to Klamath hijacker carried his weapon, whether it be a bomb
Falls, Redmond and points south," the voice or a shotgun, on board personally. It would seem to
crackled over the intercom, "you will be passing me that there must be some way, in our supel'through a gun detection device. We ask that you snooper generation, that these weapons · could be
please walk four feet apart at a normal pace as you detected prior to boarding.
enter the detection area. We are sorry for the inA gun detection device is one way, but what about
convenience and we hope you have a nice flight." personal searching of any briefcases or the like
As the passengers began to file out to the plane carried onto the plane? Wouldn't this obviously stop
there fell a kind of eerie silence, a silence which a large amount ·of hijacking?
might remind one of the Jewish- concentration
And what about equipping the pilots themselves
camps in Nazi Germany ... except it wasn't really with self-defense weapons? In the old days of Wells
that drastic.
Fargo and Wyatt Earp there was one man always
Once
aboard
the
.plane,
the
passengers
loosened
riding "shot-gun" on the stage coaches. Why can't
Mail subscription price $1.00 per quarter or $3.00 per year, payable
up and even joked about .the detection area. But there be a modified "shot-gun" on the planes of
to the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,
deep inside, each person was still a little un- today?
Washington 98926. Advertising material pre.sented herein does not
Another interesting legal aspect about air piracy
comfortable about it all. They had a good reason to
necessarily imply endorsement by this newspaper. Published
be too, for only two hours ago a plane had been is that the majority of those hijackers who were
weekly on Fridays during the academic year except during
hijacked in that very same area.
apprehended are either in jail or released on bail
examination weeks and holidays by students of Central Washington
In this particular hijacking, the passengers were pending their trials. And these cases stem back as
State College. Views expressed are those of the student staff and
freed right away, but in all too many other far as 1969! It seems that the federal government
editors, not necessarily CWSC.
Editor ................................ ...... ... Pete Delaunay
hijackings, innocent lives, both passengers and would use every effort possible to enforce the air
Managing Editor .............................. Elliott Grieve
crew, have been lost.
piracy penalty and show that they mean business.
News Editor .....
Sandi Dolbee
The gun detection area, the awkward silence
The only ones so far that have shown that they
Feature Editor ............................... ·Becki Holland
following it and the inner fear that maybe this flight mean business are the hijackers themselves, and
Copy Editor ............ · · · · · · .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · Terry. Van Parys
too would be hijacked were all very real ... there what a business they are .doing: Free rides to Cuba,
Sports Editor ................................ · Roger Underwood
was nothing fictitious about them.
· ransoms of $200,000 and other exciting escapades.
Photo Editor ....... ... ....... ........ ... · · · · · · Gary Stewart
Hijacking, or air piracy as it is formally called, is
A lot of the hijackers are suspected murderers
Advertising Manager . · ...................... ·David Walker
punishable by death or not less than 20 years im- or other deranged people and probably would not
Business Manager ................. ... ... · · · · · Jim Nelson
prisonment. The penalty is nothing to be laughed at, hesitate to kill. It is for that reason that one can see
Adviser ... ... ..... . ................... · . · · · · · · ·David Evans
yet in lieu of the recent surge of hijackings it is the need for leniency during the hijacking, but the
clearly evident that the penalty is not being taken main idea is that hijacking should be prevented.
·seriously. So, what seems to be the problem in One thing is for sure, the friendly skies of United
Loren Salazar, Chris Boushey, Dan McKinnon, Gayl Curtiss,
Glenna Moulthrop, Darwin Gearey, Deb Cameron, Bill Irving,
stopping hijackings?
are no longer frien.dly and probably won't be again
. Jean Enticknap, Teresa Kade, Karla Stakston, Doug Carver, Kris
Maybe just waving this stiff penalty over the until hijackers cctn be stopped at the airport,
Bradner, Karen Syboi:ts, Scott Dorr.
heads of potential hijackers isn't enough. Th~re through precautions mentioned here.
should rather be more of an emphasis on preventing
If hijacking continues at the successful pace it is
hijacking.
now then the next thing you know one of them just
What is the use of a penalty anyway when most of may infiltrate Cape Kennedy.
---------""""-i~.;.;;.;....:....;,;.;:;..-:;:.;;o;;;..;;..;;;.;.:~=:::;;,;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;,;,:,;:;~=:=~J-..th& hijacking- i~completely successful. and. those _ Now," woul.cln~J;..t.bat be,~ome.tbing? . ,

The. Crier
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Guest editorial

Surnames
by~obDixon

We at the Crier are aware that at any given moment, there is
probably at least one couple on our campus concerned directly with
the problem of an unwanted pregnancy. Ususally, such a situation is
considered a problem because it forces the couple irivolved to make a
decision regarding marriage. Many students have not, however,
appreciated the fact that the real problem of illegitimate births is
naming the bastard.
It isn't often that professional collegiate journals can offer direct
and helpful advice on matters that concern students most. But ori this
problem of illegitimacy we noted a recent publication had sensible
advice:
From American Sociological Society, "Illegitimacy and
Denomination" by Dixon and Roberts, "Some general observations
about the nature of names in our society must be made in order to
understand- the relationship between marriage, illegitimate births,
and names. In selecting a surname, the choice is normally limited to
two: that of the father or that of the mother. Therefore, surnames will
be dealt with first. There are three subordinate categories of surnames: (a) highly desirable, ( b) acceptable, and ( c) very undesirable.
"There are so many undesirable last names that they are difficult to
cover adequately. The worst are definitely those which imply minority
origin; particularly Negro, Spanish, and Jewish: Jackson, Martinez,
and Weinstein. Next in undesirability are names associated with
communist countries: Wing, Plenknovkov, or Bruner. Almost as bad
are those names which easily lend themselves to justing: Teets, Lay,
Baughtum, or Peabody. Smith, Brown, or Jones are the kinds of
common names whO'se very commonness makes theIQ somewhat
undesirable.
"Acceptable surnames are less profuse than the undesirable. They
can generally be classified as any Caucasian-sounding name which,
when heard, evokes nothing. Notice the blandness of the following
names: Brooks, Harrington, and Martin.

Dick Balch, sledge-happy car salesman, hammed
it up for the eager crowd in the SUB Cafeteria
Tuesday. Despite rumors of his destructive nature,
his childhood was 'progressive,' swinging his way
into the used car lot against the advice of collegues.
The free-wheeling speaker said the idea for his

Central singers do Xmas concert
Some 235 Central students will
combine their musical talents to
present a Christmas program
Dec. 12 at 4 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
Performing the Christmas
music of Bach and Handel will be

"Last and fewest are the highly acceptable or desirable, usually
Anglo-Saxon surnames. Of this group, those associated with famous
Americans are best. Take a name like Kennedy for example.
Associated with it are heroism, physical charm, intelligence, the
American Way, and wealth. In fact it would probably be a perfect
name were it not for its unfortunate association with Catholicism.
Other high ranking names are Lincoln, Vanderbilt, Hollingsworth, and
Rockefeller.
"The three ca~.!gories of surnames apply equally well to Christian
A public hearing on proposed
names. Most desirable are Anglo-Saxon-sounding names which are
poetic in combination with the surname. A great example is a name rules changes for Central was
like Ronald Regan. Its rhythm is trochaic dimeter and it has held last night in Black Hall.
Rules proposals involved inalliteration. Ronald comes from the Norse name Reginald and in
Teutonic means "strong ruler." Anyone with a name like Ronald cluded those which:
1) set up hearing procedures
Regan should be- able to get .to the top in America even if he is a
for contested personnel cases; 2)
bastard.
"Notice how properly selecting the surname for the bastard will i>ermit use of Nicholson Pavilion
and pool; 3) establish admission
solve any problems regarding a decision about marriage for the future
parents. If the man's surname is Jefferson and the woman's is Sch- charges for academic departwartz, then the couple would definitely get married and pass the ment programs; and 4) outline a
husband's name onto the child. On the other hand, if the woman's last college entertainment policy.
The Board of Trustees will
name is Fitzgerald and the man's is Frankensteing (not only Jewishsounding, but also susceptible to jest), then the couple should not get meet in a special public ses8ion
married; the child would then retain the desirable name of the tonight at 8, in room 123, Hertz
mother. Once the surname has been selected, a desirable Christian . Hall, to adopt, amend or repeal
the rules proposals.
name may be assigned according to the criteria outlined above.

Hearing set

by - ~oard

''There are two possible problems which come to mind at this point.
First, what should be done if both the man and the woman have about
equally desirable or acc~ptable surnames. The solution is simple. No
two names share the exact same degree of desirability. Both .names
may simply be submitted to a disinterested third party who is instructed to list all negative .and positive connotations each name
brings to mind. A comparison will produce the solution.
'"The second problem is somewhat complicated, though the solution
is quite simple: what should be done in the event that both parties have
undesirable surnames? What if both parties are sensitfve, decent
human beings who recognize that although their own parents have
given them legitimacy, each has unthingly been stuck with an undesirable surname? Obviously, the solution is abortion: it is the only
humane thing to do for an infant destined to live under the double
shroud of illegitimacy and a stinking surname."

destructive ad was accidental, grabbing the
sledgehammer out of frustration after unsuccessful
TV takes. He turned the hammer on the car, which
turned Balch into the fastest selling used car
salesman in the Northwest.
i(Photo by Pobst)

'Bordersong'
A folk rock band called
"Bordersong" will be appearing
at the Burger Bar Tuesday
through Thursday starting at 7:30
p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission will be
25 cents.
"Bordersong" received very
good reviews when they ap- ·
pear~d at Eastern Washington
State College, and are said to
have a repertoir_e ranging from
John Denver to the Grateful
Dead.

the Central Singers, directed by
Dr. Wayne S. Hertz with the
assista :e of Prof. E. Gordon
Leavitt, and the Central Symphony, conducted by Prof.
Clifford C. Cunha.
During the first portion of the
program, the Symphony will
present Handel's "Concerto for
Orchestra,'' which is stylistically
typical of the work ·he did in
writing ' 'The Messiah," a
favorite of tlie Christmas season.
Later, the Symphony and
Central Singers will present "The
Magnificat" under the baton of
Dr. Hertz.

Soloists will be soprano Deanna
Turner, Yakima; mezzo-soprano
Donna Parker, Olympia; alto
Susy Christianson, Ellensburg;
alto Candi Logan, Yacolt; tenor
Steven Howe, Redmond; and
bass Don Ricks, Seattle.
Dr. Henry J. Eickhoff will ·be
organist.
Bach, a composer of the
Baroque era, took the text for
"The Magnificat" from the first
chapter of St. Luke. It is considered a masterful interpretation of the full meaning
and spirit of the Virgin Prayer.
No admission will be charged.

How to lose friends
and Influence p~ople
become

CAMPUS CRIER EDITOR
Appllcatlon cleadllne Is Friday, Dec. 3rd.
Should be given or sent to 1111 Chamberlln, Journalism, or Dave Evans, Crier· Ad·
visor, 106 Edison Hall.

l

Does your newspaper tell -it like it is?. • •
or like WEALTHY REPUBLICANS wish it was?

THE CHRJSTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
..CCI•
For Subscriptions Call

~ Shaan 0'Malley~963-1507
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Vietnam cover up

Mahaiani slam~ Nixon politics
by Gayl Curtiss
staff writer
"President Nbton has been very clever," said Dr.
Usha Mahajani of the political science department
in a recent interview concerning Nixon's announced
plans to go to China.
"He brings up some other issue to suppress a
current one ... the American people have fallen into
a trap of power politics."
The current issue to which she refers is the
Vietnam War. The American people, she asserts,
have been led to believe that China is the menacing
force in Southeast Asia, and that Nixon's visit will
make everything all right. ·
Successfully, be has led the spotlight off the war
and, "people believe the war is over because fewer
coffins are coming home. It is not true. Bombings
have been stepped up, and more civilians are being
killed than ever before," said Dr. Mahajani.
"On July 1, the National Liberation Front (NLF)
put forth a seven point proposal that, if accepted by
the Administration, would have guaranteed the
simultaneous releasing of American Prisoners of
War with the withdrawal of troops," related Dr.
Mahajani.
Not a gesture
"Here is a program that allows the releasing of all
POW's, which is what Nixon said he was worried
about, that goes beyond the Geneva -Convention
which demands that POW's be released only after
the end of hostilities, and the President does. not
make a single gesture about it, and does not answer
the NLF.
.
"Instead of answering this proposal," she said,
''Nixon announced his visit to China to . deflect
public opinion."
Secretary of Defense Laird said of the proposal
and not withdrawing; "we are worried about all the
equipment worth billions of dollars that would be
left in Vietnam."

The increase in Indochinese casualties is a result
of intensified bombing and the new electronic
warfare in which civilians are indiscriminately
killed/' she added.
"The United States," she says, "will go down in
history as the only nation that engaged in a
genocidal war democratically.. That is to say, with
full consent, knowledge and participation- of the
American people, or at least those who chose to do
nothing concrete to end the war."
Background
"Nixon's visit to China indicates approachment
between China and the United States," said Dr.
Mahajani. "It was prec·e ded by tremendous
preparation and more than likely, some agreement
has taken place." An example of this, is the
reduction of forces in Formosa from a present 7,000,
to some 500 by the -end of 1973.
According to officials in the Nixon Administration, ti· "Chinese are going to let the
United States get out of Southeast Asia on its own
terms," said Dr. Mahajani. But she added, "This
means that in reality the Chinese are not going to
put pressure on the administration to accept the
demands of the NLF and peace-oriented Americans
from total military withdrawal from Indochina."
Dr. Mahajani
"Nixon is very clever"
In short, she said, · the administration is mote
concerned about military. property than human
lives of the POW's.
Dr. Mahajani pointed out that 300 civilians are
killed a day, and to date one million have been killed
since the start of the war. That is comparable to
over 5 million American civilians."

The recent discovery of oil off the sJiores of
mainland China by American scientists is likely to
play an important part in this new relationship.
The U.S. will probably help pay for the Chinese
development of its oil resources, and the Chinese
will pay with their non-involvement in the American
war in Indochina. The Chinese and American interests are being brought together through
economics, she points out.
She concluded by pointing out that American
business is anxious for Chinese markets to be
opened, so the U.S. can produce for a new market.

SERVE volunteers . paid
SERVE has recently been
allocated· $2670 and are now
paying staff members.
According to Mike Boushey,
student director of SERVE, the
position of volunteer coordinator
is still open for possible candidates.

SERVE is currently working
hard to contact possible work
agencies to procure job
description for volunteer or intern programs. These descriptions will be public knowledge for
Central students. The student
interest in SERVE is showing to

be quite great, according to
Boushey.
Anyone interested in working
with SERVE 20 hours per week,
or 60 hours per month maximum,
contact the SERVE office in the
ASC. Starting wages are $1.60 per
hour.

DARREL'S AMERICAN
H.ome of the Tire -King ·

Maior Brand New Tires
While they last $19.95 plus tax

Feel bettertake a long talk

only 100 In stock

Pick Up Tires

How many times do you stop and wonder what
some loved one far away is doing or thinking.
Maybe you haven't heard for some time, and
maybe yoµ're beginning to worry. Solution?
Pick up the phone, call long distance and have
a long talk. You'll feel better for it. And that
person you might have been worrying about will
stop worrying about you, too. Try it. Right now.

0

ELLENSBURG
TELEPH.O NE

COMPANY

R~Caps
750 x 16
700 x 16
While they last $19.95 exchange
only 20 in stock

· 8th and Mai.n

925-5169
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On campus

.

Clinic tl-ains Students, serves area
by Jim Catlett
staff writer
A person can take a couple of ·
small wads of cotton, insert them
in his ears, then walk around for
a few hours listening to the
sounds of silence. He'll probably
be amazed at how great a diesel
truck sounds when he takes them
out. And he might have an idea of
what it's like for those whose ears
are stopped by something more
permanent than cotton.
Central's Speech and Hearing
Clinic isn't large, ~ut it serves a
double purpose in training
pathology students and giving
central Washington the services
of professional people qualified to
handle their speech and hearing
problems.
"The pathology major is
basically designed to train people
to work in the area of speech and
hearing,'' said Dr. Orville
Wensley, associate professor of
Speech Pathology.' "To do so, we
must have cases."
The clinic does most of its work
in the Ellensburg area, such as
. testing the hearing of "every kid
in the . Ellensburg public
schools," according to Dr.
Wensley, adding that the total
number amounted to 4420.
Wide spread service
"About four per cent had a
problem," he commented. He
mentioned that the clinic had also
gotten people from as far away as
Saskatchewan, Bozeman, Mont.,
and Vancouver, B.C. Dr. Wensley
indicated a gen --al area with a
radius of about l:>O miles as being
served by the clinic on a regular
basis.
The clinic works closely with .
the State Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation. Dr. Wensley
called it "a mutual asso-::iation.
We do tests, etc., and language
evaluation. I've had several
people referred from Yakima by
them." He said -that they either
treat the people or refer them on
to such places at the Seattle
Speech and Hearing Center.
Naturally, the clinic serves the
college, too. Any student, faculty,

or staff member and their
dependents can be tested for
hearing loss at no charge. This
offer is also extended to anyone
who lacks the usual $20 fee but
needs the tests, according to· Dr.
Wensley. In addition to this, they
screen all education students for
hearing defects.
If a problem is found and the
person so desires, the clinic will
test with different hearing aids
until three or four suitable ones
are found. They recommend
these, but do not recommend any
particular brand. As Dr. Wensley
wryly.pointed out, the clinic.can't
afford charges of discrimination
by different manufacturers.

According to Dr. Marshall
Shoquist, audiologist for the
clinic, it has "full competence"
for all kinds of tests.
"The equipment is all brand
new," he said, adding that he
thought they could use a little
more space.
Quality not quantity
Dr. Shoquist remarked that the
department wasn't concerned
about turning out a large number
of students. "We're concerned
with quality," he said, explaining
that they tried to give pathology
students a very "in-depth" e~
posure to many facets of field
practice. Dr. Wensley put the

number of undergraduate majors
at 90 and the number of graduate
students at ten.
They get all ages at the clinic,
from one-year-olds up to old
people.
"We have about five or six
people per week, usually older,"
commented Dr. Shoquist. He said
in test procedures the person is
first examined for normal
hearing. If the person' does not
have normal hearing, he tries to
find just where the problem is, in
the outer ear, inner ear, or in the
nervous system of the ear. He
said they also / determined
whether the person would benefit
from medical or therapeutic

treatment. If therapy, such as
teaching the person to read lips,
is called for, he said, students are
allowed to help in the treatment,
under supervision.
Dr. Shoquist is the only
audiologist on the staff. Dr.
Wensley made the comment that
they needed another audiologist,
but "with the state in an
economic bind, we aren't iikely to
get one." He said this is why the
department doesn't offer a major
in audiology.
Dr. Shoquist said that the clinic
is planning to expand, and with
half their work being service
oriented, they can obviously use
it.

DO JUST THAT-SAVE YOU MONEY
FAMILY SIZE

LIMIT 4

Thermoware Can
Opener E.C.
$&&&

Band presents
rock-n-Bach
formal concert
The 110-member Central
Symphony Band will present its
first formal concert of the
academic year on Wednesday.
The free public concert will be
at 8:15 p.m., in McConnell
Auditorium.
The band, under the direction
of A. Bert Christianson and John
F. Moawad, will present a
program featuring · both contemporary "rock" style music
and classic style music of Johann
Sebastian Bach.
The large symphony group will
be making its first shift of the
year from the football field to the
concert hall.
Opening with "The Go-Go
Generation March," the band
will perform such works as
Bach's "0 Jesu Blest from the
Saint Matthew Passion" and
selections from the new musical
"Jesus Christ Superstar".
The "North Sea Overture" ·by
Ralph Hermann . and "An
American in Paris" by George
Gershwin will be highlighted in
the second half of the concert.
I.

Philco-R550
reg. $34.95

s229s
Headphone
Radios

sg•
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Campus parking tickets
causing·court .problems

,, .

by Teresa Kade
and each on behalf of its own
staff writer
institution,
may
each
The poor, poor court comestablish and promulgate
missioner is111>to her neck in past
rules
and
regulations
and present parking tickets from
governing pedestrian traffic
the college.
. and vehicular traffic and
The p~st three years Central
parking upon state lands
has been handling all the campus
devoted mainly . to the
parking,, tickets and receiving
educational or research acmon~y for them. In the state law
tivities of its own institution.
it states:
(1969 1st ex.s c 223 & 28B.
10560. Prior: 1965 ex.s c 16&3;
288.10.560 - - Establish1949 c 123& 3; Rem. Supp.
ment of traffic regulations.
L949& 4543-18. Formerly RCW
The boards of regents of the
28. 76.330.)
state ' universities,. and the
So the legislature got together
boards of trustees of the state
and came to the conclusion it's
colleges, acting independently
Try Our Demonstrator

Winter Quarter in Mexico?
Contact Dr. B. Benedict,
PhW Rep
U. of Americas, R-6,
Bellingham, Wash.

SCHOLL'S

FOOT MASSAGER

''A relaxing
experience''

VALLEY-

.,SPEC. FOODS
111

w. 6th

~5-2505

MILK
FRESH GRADE A
44 cents % gallon
Homo-past % Gal. 48c
Open 3-6:30 Daily
NANUM VUE DAIRY
Kittitas Highway 962-2577.

FLYING MSTABLES
. Boarding, Training, Covered
Arena Day and Night
-300 Acres-

recreational riding and
personal instruction

CALL 962-2074

DRUG ACTION

Straight .dope
on drugs

time the county takes care of the
campus parking tickets. They
enforced it this year. Unfortunately the traffic ticket
office at the Kittitas County .
Courthouse was not prepared to
receive all the tickets.
How do you hope to accomplish anything? What do you expect to
Mrs. Margaret Brandt, court accomplish?
.
commissioner, said, "It is just a
ACTION: The Drug Advisory Committee was set up ·to advise the
fiasco around here."
school administration on policy-making, dealing with arrests for drug
She would also like to extend laws.
her apologies to the students
The active members of the committee believed they could and
because she does not have the should do more for the students of Central so they expanded the adtime or space to be the way she visory committee to one of education also.
wants. All she has time for is to
The committee wants to accomplish the tasks of educating students
tell the students to go to court and to all facets of drug use and informing them where help can be atdiscuss the ticket. Mrs. Brandt tained if needed. The committee has no outside ties with any law enwould like at the time the violator forcement agency.
comes into her office to explain
the ticket and what they could do
Is it true that LSD is a sure remedy for the common cold?
about it.
·
ACTION: No! Acid as well as anything else is not a cure for the
Mrs. Brandt said, "So far she common cold.
·
has sent out 399 summons but has
D<>es LSD really effect the chromosome.s?
.
not sent out any warrants for the
ACTION: A number of reputable scientists_ have reported
arrest of the violator." She still
has about 349 past tickets to send chronosomal fragmentation ·in connection with LSD exposure in the
out. She said, "I will not dismiss test tube, in animals, and in man. A similiar number of equally
any tickets unless the violator's capable scientists have been unable to confirni these findings. The
question whether LSD itself can induce cong~nital abnormalities
evidence is quite complete."
When a ticket is issued to a remains unresolved. Further work is continuing.
violator it is their fault so Mrs.
How can you tell if a "bad trip" requires medical attention?
Brandt asks, "please don't blame
ACTION: Medical aid may be needed for either a bum physical
me for your mistakes. I didn't
park the car where it wasn't reaction caused by impurities in the dope or from extreme emotional
reactions.
supposed to be parked.''
Some symptoms to look for include abnormal breathing, any
Judge John Thomas said, "The
paper work is getting me down". respiratory differences, color changes in skin usually to flush white or
Mrs. Brandt said, "If the school blue, hyper activity, or self destructive tendencies.
On Central's campus anyone brought to the Health Center for a drug
would explain what really is
happening with the parking bummer may be treated several ways. In the most severe cases an
tickets and how it works there injection of a downer may be given, but in most it is handled with
wouldn't be so many questions friendship, conversation, and trust until the drug wears off. The time
about why the tickets are being spent in the Health Center is confidential between patient and doctor
or nurse on duty.
given out the way they are."
When Mrs. Brandt was asked
' Is it easier to get a high off marijuana rather than hash?
how she feels about receiving all
ACTION: No! Both marijuana and hash are induced to the body by
the past and present tickets she smoking. Marijqana may be easier to smoke only because of its
· said, "help!".
gentility compared to the harshness of hash·smoke.
Hash is usually five times stronger than marijuana. Since it is
stronger the effect on the user is naturally more inte.ese, and the
·possibility of side effects is greater.

Students hold
gallery .a rt sale

Art students will sponsor a
holiday sale Monday through
Friday in the art building gallery.
Works to be ·sold will include
prints, paintings, drawings,
pottery, handblown glass,
jewelry. and other items.

Does taking small amounts (1 or 2 tablets weekly) of double cross
dexies have any harmful effects?
ACTION: Dexedrine is an amphetemine and is usually not harmful
when taken in small amounts but should not be mixed with other drugs
including alcohol.
Amphetamines are popular1ly used for studying before large tests.
The user may feel no effects but usage of amphetamines may affect
the results of the test even if the user feels adequately satisfied with
his efforts. After "speeding" during the night the amphetamine user
can become dulled and unresponsive at test time.

•K1ttvtat' A&W Dr1\le-ln
Student Owned and Operated
PHONE 925-986 1 9th & EUCLID E.LLENSBURG,WASHINGTON
1

OPEN
EVERY
NIGHT 'TIL 9

POOR BOYS

FREE.DELIYERY,

$ .,.. CJomt
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ASC votes .funds
for Black Week
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor
Moving right along the ASC legislature in a
special meeting Nov. 22 deliberated for seven
minutes and then voted to fund the Black Students
$1500 for their Black Week budget.
1
Gary Larson, ASC executive vice-president,
added that tacked on to this $1500 would be an additional $600 coming from his speaker program
budget.
During the seven minutes of discussi~n Debi
Berto, legislator-at-large, venture? the idea .· of
. having one big program about a different culture
each year. She added that this might be done in
cycles so that each culture could get a chance to
express itself every few years.
"It seems to me if the other cultures wanted that
they would be here right now," voiced one of the
Black Students who were sitting in on the meeting.

That seemed to be the general feeling of the
legislature so when Tom Dudley, ASC president,
moved to allocate them the $1500 it was pqssed with
11 in favor of it and one abstention.
The question was then raised about what was
going to happen if other clubs came and wanted
money for Minority Week, but the matter was
aimlessly dropped.
Secretary issue
The big issue of the night was not the Black
Students, however. Rather the main attraction for
the evening was the AS<; secretary issue.
Since Sue Padgett, the present secretary, is
leaving, there was a proposal to dissolve the present
civil service position usually hired for this job and to
· instead hire three students on a three hour per day
basis.
The proposal, which was introduced by legislator
Connie Hobbes, c.iaid that by hiring student help the
· ASC office would 1) have a secretary on duty a total
of nine hours per day, as opposed to a Civil Service
position which allows for approximately seven
hours of work per day; 2) would provide three
openings to students that need the money; and 3)
from $98 to $168 a inonth would be saved in salaries
if students were hired l depending whether their
salaries were $1.65 an hour or $2 an hour).
This proposal stirred much heated debate. To
sum up the 50-minute discussion, it seemed that
those in favor of this proposal cited such advantages
as listed above, in addition to the idea of having a
complete student government ... secretary and all.
Proposal arguments
Those opposed to this proposal seemed to feel that
with three different shifts a day and three different

people it would be hard to find out what is going on
and what went on, say in an earlier shift.
Mrs. Padgett then. toQk the floor in opposition to
the proposal to eliminate permanent secretaries.

, 'Crier'·editorships
Applications ·for Campus Crier
for the 1972 winter-spring
term are being accepted, Bill F.
Chamberlin, acting· chairman of
the Board of Publications, said
today.
~ditor

Deadline for the submission of
applications is Friday, Dec. 3.'
They may be sent to Chamberlin,
'Journalism, in the campus mail,
or given to Dave Eyans, Crier
advisor, Edison Hall, room 106.
Chamberlin ~aid applicants

"Having a secretary there full time is like having
an invaluable source Qf information there constantly. H you vote to abolish this then you will be
losing an information center," she said.
Other disagreement to the proposal suggested
that student help would not care as much as full
Twelve journalism scholartime employe·es just because a student has other ships will be awarded by the
things to occupy her mind during the day (such as
Inter-American
Press
classes), whereas a full time secretary would not Association Scholarship Fund in
and therefore, would be more dedicated.
·
March 1972.
FrankMorrts an ex-legislator, then gave a speech
Six of these will be given to
in favor of the proposal saying, ''You are drastically North American newspaper men
underating your own peers · ... you are saying that and women for study in Latin
they are transient ... You want to get someone who America, with the others going to.
can stay. Well the average Civil Service employee La tin Americans.
has not stayed over about 18 months in the ASC
North American winners will
office ... Since Sue is quitting, I suggest that you try pick one country where they will
the three-secretary route and save the $1200 a year attend university cfasses or do
and use it for organizations that need it."
individual research of the
Legislator Mardi Sheridan then moved to try the country and its press. They may
proposal out for one quarter or less to see what
happens.

will be interviewed Tl)esday
afternoon, Dec. 7, by the Board.
The new editor will begin his
duties with the Feb. 4 edition of
the Crier and continue until the
end of the 1971-72 school term.
Applications should be in the
form of a letter, Chamberlin said,
and include' the applicant's
. journalism
experience,
educatiOflal background, student
activities, reasons for wanting
:the position, and plans for the
Crier under his editorship.

·Press scholarships

Motion defeated
After much more repeating of almost the same
opinions, the motion was defeated with s~v~n vo~es
opposed, six in favor and one ASC admm1strative
vice-president abstaining.
But, alas! The proposal may have lost the battle,
as they say, but it had not lost the war. After a
couple of more speeches, one of them from Dudley
who voted in favor of the proposal, Sheridan successively brought the matter up for reconsideration.

also visit other countries when
their study plan ·has been approved. These applicants must
have a working knowledge of
Spanish OI;" Portuguese.
The deadline for submitting
applications is Jan. 31, 1972, with
the Scholarship Awards Committee meeting in February and
announcing its choice in March.
Information and application
forms may be obtained from:
IAPA Scholarship Fund, Room
704, 667 Madison Avenue, New ·
York, N. Y. 10021.

The best "stereo value"
in any tOwn:·
$400.00

Those who voted against the measure then exp!ained their votes, saying the same thing said 40
minutes prior to that.
Finally, the proposal was passed by the required
majority (with the administrative vice-president
abstaining ag~in).
So after 23 cigarettes and 62 minutes the weary
troopers marched out as Dudley remind~d them of
the public hearing scheduled for yesterday and the
Board of Trustees meeting scheduled for tonight.
At that time Larson bid a farewell to those 10
legislators whose terms were· now over due to the
recent ASC elections and reminded them to turn in
their legislative handbooks. With that, Mark
Henning walked over to Larson, placed his handbook on the table and with an exuberant grin,
walked out.

~

Individually, each of
the components pictured
above has created a new
standard of sound-per-dollar
stereo value. Together, these
comp6nents will provide
·you with more quality
sound and reliability than
you could have bought a
year ago for over five hlihdred dollars.
The Smaller Advent
Lou~speakers are the only
speakers costing less than
· the now-famous original
Advent Loudspeakers which
can reproduce the entire
musical range. Most inexpensive speakers cannot
produce the lowest octal/es
of music: the lowest strings
of a double bass or electric
bass guitar, the lowest pipes
of a pipe organ. The Smaller
Advent can.
The Sansui 350 A
AM/FM stereo receiver has
enough power to satisfy
both you and the Advents.

ii

It produces
22
watts RMS per channel,
across the entire musical
range, at less than I %
total distortion (RMS is the
most dem~nding and least
flashy of ~he various powerrating systems.) The tuner
sections ~ill separate weaker
stations on a crowded dial
from their brawnier neighboring stations and receive
them with an amazing fullness and ~larity.
To niatch the quality
and reliability that the Sansui
and the Advents represent,
we recommend the Garrard
. SLSSB with a Shure M93E
cartridge. The 558 has a
heavy platter, a synchronous
motor, a convenient cueing
control and comes with a
dustcover and base.
Come to Stereocraft
this-week. You'll be surprised how mu~h quality
sound your·four hundred
dollars can buy.*
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Play cosfUmes involve research
by Kris Bradner
staff writer
One of the most impressive aspects of Central's
production of Hamlet, was the costuming. This is an
area of theater that the audience often takes for
granted.
Few people realize the tremendous amount of
time and thought that is put into the design and
construction of co~tumes . .
According to Beverly Sullivan, who designed the
costumes for Hamlet, there are a couple of im·
portant 'stages in planning costumes.
First the play must be read to have a thorough
.
idea of what is happening. .
Then it is important to understand the director's
interpretation of the play.
, And finaily, it is necessary to carefully research
clothing styles, incorporating the director's ideas,
the setting style and colors, with one's own design
cqncepts.
'
Hamlet can be done in. anything from medieval
dn·ss to modern. Mrs. Sullivan decided on late
Gothic because she felt that it gave a great feeling
of dignity. The clothing of that period was long,
stately and majestic and went well with castles and
royalty. :
Because the set is done in gold and browns, she
decided on a color scheme of burgundies and
greens.
Moods considered
In planniilg clothes for Prince Hamlet, she had to
take into consideration his changing moods.
His deep red velvet shirt with blue lining is long,
soft and flowing. Because it had no definite shape or
linPs, she called it his "soft costume". It fit
H:rn1let's soft indecision, his lack of purpose and
direction for that particular scene and stage of his
ctn·elopment.
·
The red and blue colors were taken from the
li:.'. hting on the castle. In the dueling scene, Hamlet .
w re a stiff leather-like costume.
Mrs. Sullivan describes this as a "hard-edged
costume, one that indicated Hamlet was a man of
action."
1

In the Queen's closet scene, Hamlet and his
mother wore costumes that were very similar in
color and texture to show the close ties between
them.
In other scenes, Hamlet wore clothes that were
different from everyone else's, to show he was apart
and isolated from them.
Same color scheme
The family group of Polonius, Laertes (his son)
and Ophelia (daughter to Polonius), all wore
costumes that were done in the same color scheme,
although with different textures to show their
mutual bond.
Polonius's costume of heavy grey corduroy was
constructed to emphasize his "heavy, overstuffed
bo~y and plentiful lack of wit" according to
Shakespeare's description.
Ophelia's gown of gold. velour with mauve
·trimmings, was warm, graceful and feminine. The
dress she wore after going mad was a clove-grey
chiffon, and its flowing sleeves and bellowing skirts
reflected her mood: aimless, drifting and ghostly.
All this requires many hours of hard work. Mrs.
Sullivan estimated that over 600 hours in three and
a half weeks were put into the design and construction of 45-50 major- costume pieces.
For example, Polonius's robe took over 25 hours
alone. (Shari Pocrnich, seamstress, said she felt it
was worth it when she saw how well it fit the
character .. . and actor.)
(
It also "takes time to put together" the purses,
jewelry and hats that "give things finish", noted
Mrs. Sullivan.
Costumes redone
Occasionally costumes will have to be redone at
,the last minute. Perhaps they don't fit, or fade into
the set; not giving enough color.
"These are decisions that you can't make until
you see the actors in their costumes on the set" said
Mrs. Sullivan.
To do justice to the costume, it is very important
that actors learn how to wear their clothing. She
said ''men were much worse at preening in front of
mirrors" ~o build up this skill.

'Drugs largest industry,'
by Darwin Gearey
. staff writer
"The illegal drug industry is by
far the largest industry in this
state, and is worth an estimated
500 million dollars," said the
chief investigator of the
Washington State Patrol Drug
Assist Unit, Ron Kuest.
Kuest spoke here Wednesday in
the S.UB .Cafeteria as part of a
pro-con debate ·on the topic . of
undercover techniques in drug
control.
His opponent was Dr. Leroy
Annis, secretary treasurer of the
American Civil Liberties Union
of Washington.
Kuest began the debate with
the contention that undercover
narcotics agents are necessary to
catch drug dealers because:
·"law enforcement must witness
the transaction because of the
nature of the crime."
He said he also favors the use of
anonymous· tips because of the
money and manpower shortages
facing law enforcement agencies.
He said that entrapment is not
the purpose of this work and
explained that "we do not try to
entice this ·type of behavior in
order to bring about arrests." It
is a misconception that extralegal activities are used to
capture violators".
Annis expressed a contrary
opinion, and referred to undercover agents a s " bush,

...,

''

T T

Paula Everest (Ophelia) said she had some
difficulty at first remembering to walk rapidly
enough so her "mad" gown would give a drifting,
and floati~g effect.
Before the play, wardrobe mistresses are behind
the scenes to apply finishing touches to the
costumes. Prior to going on stage, some items must be
pinned or sewn on. For ~xample, Ophelia's velour
gown was so heavy that the zipper had to be sewn
shut in the back.
Belts and medallions are sewn or pinned onto the
garmets, because when loose they prove distractive
to the actors.
Mrs. Sullivan commented "There is nothing as
strong as a safety pin.''
.atves confidence
She said the Clothes must be put together ·well to
giv~ _~ctor~. confidence in the co~tume and not to
ha~ t~rry about them falling apart.
. ,Mrs. Sullivan, who was graduated from Western
Washington State College with a bachelor of arts in
home economic"' education, is teaching part time at
Ellensburg Hign School.
She became interested in costume design in her
first few years of teaching when she was asked to
help with the clothing in a play. She has done the
costumes for ma_ny of Central's plays in the last one
and a half years.
Central does not have a full time costumer.
.Only $400 was invested in the clothing for Hamlet.
This,. according to Mrs. Sullivan, is less than it
would have cost to rent the clothes. Plus, the
costumes are held in stock, altered and reused as
needed.
She said that the drama department always needs
good seamstresses, and that if "you're frustrated
and bored and -like to sew, you are always
welcome."
Mrs. Sullivan added, "You really realize all the
late hours of work were worth it when the curtain
goes up. There is a definite feeling of satisfaction
and it is definitely rewarding work."

Big Brothers

by Kris Bradner
staff writer
Big Brother programs are not
confined to television co:qimercials and large cities. There
has been a faction of this
organization .in Ellensburg for
five
years.
the "secret police" of Nazi informants- investigating a case.
In 1966 when Eric Borgeson
~rmany.
The discussion ended on a
started the YMCA Indian Guide
He said, "As an educator, · I question for the ·1egalization of
realize how much trust and faith marijuana, with the questions · program for fathers and their
sons, he also initiated the Big
are worth", and went on to ex- directed at Kuest. Kuest said that
Brother
program for boys
plain how secret police .and in- he has never tri~ illegal drugs,
without a dad in the home.
formers could undermine these and was not in favor of legalizing
This program is sponsored by
freedoms and give the govern- this one.
college men. Each sponsor has
ment more power than the
This discussion was unusual
one boy to offer companionship
constitution intended.
because the pro-con format has
and guidance to ..
"The informer technique is a not been useg for speakers on
According to the chief of the
retreat to the dark ages,'' he said. campus for three· years.
program, Skip Stephens, the men
Kuest conceded that untry to provide a male influence, of
dercover agents "have a
a big brother variety, to boys
detrimental effect on society,"
from grades one through six.
but added, ''misuse of power will
He emphasized the necessity of
not oecur as long as I head this
"being real, available and not
, Keith McWhirter will· present
drug unit."
acting ·the part of . a sponsor or
He told the crowd ·of mostly his senior recital tonight at 8 in
·psychologist.''
·
students that "it is your right to Hertz Recital Hall.
Stephens said that the success
A tenor, McWhirter and guest
let your concern be known".
of the program for -each inAnnis said, "I do not think soprano Donna Parker will
dividual depends heavily on the
there is any compromise." He perform a duet from "Othello",
imagination of the sponsor. The
accompanied by Myrna Johnson,
blamed society for this ·drug
amount of time he is able or
pianist.
problem, indicating that it is not .
willing to give and his resources
Selections from early periods
the fault of the individual addict. :
are a couple of the important
through
the
romantic
era
to
He said that drug addicts are .
factors.
sick persons in need of treatment, . contemporary styles will be
Also success depends upon how
and commented that "by locking featured.
the child will react. Sometimes a
The recital, which fulfills a
them up, we just make big-time
child will reject a sponsor,
graduation requirement, should
criminals out of them because of
especially if he was brought up
last about an hour and 15
the prison system".
without a father. In these cases
minutes, according to McStudents were then allowed to
the child will usualiy run to his
Whirter' s instructor, Barbara
direct questions at the speakers.
mother with .his problems,
Holmstrom.
One student asked if "narcs"
perhaps not sure of a male
·she says, "I don't think anyone
were allowed to use drugs in ·
r~action.
has any idea how much work -is
order to maintain their cover.
Activities
done
in
preparing
for
these
Kuest answered that "this is
As to what the sponsor does
recitals.''
absolutely prohibited". Annis
with his "boy", it is all up to him.
Students, Mrs. Holmstrom
pointed out that the Federal
Some suggested activities inpoints out, spend hours deciding
Bureau of Investigation, in one
clude building model cars_,seeing
what
materials
to
present
and
instance he knew, has issued
..
movies or a baseball game

' reports , state investigator .·

tenor presents
senior recital -

.

together, playing ball, working
on arts and crafts or just walking,
talking or watching television.
Stephens said the important
thing is just "letting them know
you're there."
Once a quarter, a large activity
is planned, with the father-son
tribes from the Indian Guide
program and the sponsor-boy
groups from the Big Brother
program, all getting together. This winter, -a gathering is
· planned with inter-tribal games
followed by a program with an '
Indian touch. Then awards will
be presented with the whole
family invited to ·watch.
In May, a weekend camping
trip is planned at Camp Dudley
on White Pass. Accoding to
Donald Goetschius, assistant
. professor of education, this is the
· climax of the year.
He said "We have never had a
summer program, but may if
there are enough devoted young .
men."
There are presently 80 adults
and so·· boys in the program.
Also, recently a group of
special education and early
childhood education students
have shown an interest in starting a program for girls.
Dr. Goetschius said it iii a
"splendid opportunity to get to
work w~th boys ~nd offers a good
recommendation for teaching."
He also said it was possible to
get college credits for this type of
work.
Those interested may contact
Dr. Goetschius in the Education
office; Skip Stephens at 925-4240
and 963-2314; or the director,
Kevin Anderson at 925-9861 and
925.. 1852.
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Art_keys

iumbled
Central's art department's
internal security almost suffered
as a result of a lack of communication
between
administration and students.
When Milo Smith succeeded
Dr. Stephen Bayless July 12, as
acting art department chairman,
Smith noticed an "extra
proliferation of keys floating
around the building" and little
security.
He asked Dr. John Green, dean
of education, who oversees the
art department, about Central's
·
key policy.
Due to Smith's prompting,
Dean Green was found to know
little about Central's ambiguous
policy. Unauthorized personnel,
meaning students, could very
easily make copies of keys to any
of
Central's
department
buildings.
Before Smit'1 could confirm
anything frmu Green's office,
students had rumored the art
department would be locked up at
5:00 p.m., restricting them from
working on art assignments in
the evenings.
Smith said, "The art students
were ready to riot when they
heard about the sudden security
measures."
Two weeks ago, the students
were corrected on the misunderstanding at the department
meeting.

Greeq explained ~hen Smith
first asked him about the key
policy, he understood it tnat other
people besides student monitors
had ready access to keys.
As a result of Smith's inquiry,
the President's Council is now reevaluating Central's key policy
for all departments, according to
Smith.
Smith said the art department
has proposed to the council that
graduate students have access to
the art supplies to help complete
their academic work.
The policy would allow no one
but · professors and their grad
students to own keys to . the art
rooms.
While the art department is
waiting for the results of the
proposal, internal .security has
been running smoothly, according to Smith.
They .h ave distributed · the
student labor budget to hire, at
the professors' recommendation,
student monitors. The monitors
are hired to keep the building
open at its regular hours of 7
a.m.-10 p.m. and are responsible
for materials kept in the rooms.
Smith said, "The art student
especially needs extra hours to
work in his studio and the
building will continue to operate
on late hours as long as people
don't take advantage of them."

Sex answers AGAIN

1

.Little -old lady
If you dig walking through
mazes, then the experimental
theatre here may be exactly what
you need in way of entertainment.
"The Little Old Ladies Offending Company Incorporated,''
as it is referred to, began an
experimental production last
night and will repeat per-

formances tonight and tomorrow
night in the Three Penny
Playhouse at 8: 30.
Part of the production will
include a · maze which the
audience must go through to
enter the playhouse.
Cassandra Firman, one of the
nine member cast, explained that
this ne.w company was . formed

here primarily to introduce the
audience to a new dimension of
theatre.
She added that it is sponsored
by the department of drama with
Dr. Robert Sporre, assistant
professor of drama, as its advisor.
All three performances are
free.

Food stamp satire
It was the Health, Education democratic life save one", said
·and Welfare Department's junior, "let's try spending our
:misguided efforts to drum up parents' money."
support for the President's reThrough the _ mysterious
election campaign that lit the student grapevine that spreads
fuse.
- student fads overnight, the words
_''Get out and spend your money of junior swept throu~ the
and enjoy yourself", he told a nation's campuses.
'waiting nation as the farmers
They were eagerly receivedpatriotically dumped their because after part-time jobs,
bumper crops into the sea.
loan payments and honest
After all, it was the guise of existance, most students were
these words that would win tired, jealous and bored.
Democratic hearts. Wives would
"Thirik of sitting behind the
splurge on their comfortable wheel of a 400 horsepower,
middle-class homes and if they chrome-plated '72 Dream
had any money left, maybe send Wheels", cried a typical member
of the revolution.
junior to college.
If the college would be decent
So across the nation a million
enough to give junior a loan, that students left the graveyard shift
. and moved back into society,
is.
The revolution that followed determined . to spend money.
was neither led by outraged Their own problem was that they
husbands nor poor people.
didn't have any.
It was led, instead, by college
There was but one alternative.
students.
"We must do as our parents
The college students weren't do", said junior, "cheat the
appalled by-- Mr. Nixon's system."
message. Odd. As a matter of
Thus
junior's
followers
fact, they were intrigued.
dropped their jeans for
"We have used all the in- resplendent gear;
the girls
of boughtmake-upmirrorsand they
dependent , methods_

Dr. Luther ·Baker, professor of family studies, AGAIN answers
questions about sex factually, but has _received no response about the
success or impact _of his weekly column. Is everyone giggling behind
their Crier or just ignoring it?
QUESTION: Is there a '.' time of month" when women have a
greater sex desire than at other times?
.ANSWER: Anlong lower animals there is an estrus phase, '' period
of heat" during which the female is sexually approachable. It's obvious purpose is reproductive, as it occurs at the time of ovulation.
It is doubtful the human female experiences a ·comparable cycle.
There are medical reports which suggest an increase in sex desire
during the premenstrual period, but other physicians report an increase during the post menstrual ~hase. Some women rer
an increase in sex drive about the time of ovulation, othe1. report a
decrease, still others report "no change". Clearly the· slight temperature rise at ovulation is not correlated with a rise m emotional
temperature.
·
It may be further noted that sex interest reactions to taking contraceptive pills also varies. The "pill" suppresses ovulation, but
numerous other factors condition a woman's emotional response to
this fact. Moreover, a hysterectomy, even total, results in a variety of
reactions, some women reporting an increase, others a decrease in
sex drive. The same is true at menopause, when the body's
reproductive capacity diminishes. This inay or may not be accompanied by decrease· in. sex desire, many women reporting an increase due to removal of pregnancy feari As Twombly puts it, "One
takes away the cradle but leaves the playpen intact.''
On the other hand, there do seem .to be certain psychic changes
related to the premenstrual period. Psychiatric hospitals report an
increase in suicide attempts, assaultive behavior, accidents, etc.
Tony
Brown,
executive
Among college women the ovulation phase is frequently accompanied
by a maod of elation and greater general activity. None of these, producer and host of NET's "Black Journal," has been ap..
however, SP.ems correlated with sex interest.
The evic.!cnce to date; therefore, indicates that sexual desire among pointed dean of the newly
women, qs it is among men, is based not so much on physio~ogical as · established school of compsychological factors. This fact suggests that, at a human level, even
mumc~tions
at
How_ard
biologically, sex is primarily an interpersonal rather than a
Universitv~. it was anno· meed b~
renroductive caoadtv

. all got square haircuts, square
ideals and square elite groups.
•And off they marched to find food
: stamps and loans.
No one was more ·pleased than
President Nixon.
''My campaign has even
motivated the poor unfortunates
to go out and seek public
assistance," he said.
But unfortunately, there wasn't
any.
With a million students already
applying for food stamps and
loans, the one thing the country
didn't need was another million
free-loaders.
Unemployment soared. Food
lines lengthened. Stocks broke.
Junior's free-loaders were
saved when they suddenly
discovered it was too much work
playing the double life. It was
i mentally fatiguing trying -to. be
'seen downtown atTHEtaV', then
fib to the interviewers about how
little expense money they had.
Besides, student poverty was
pretty comfortable. Let someone
else have a shot at the system.

Remember Tony? He's novv . Dean

r

Dr. James E. Cheek, president of operative. at the start -of spring
term 1972. Brown is now·
Howard.
Brown was a · distinguished developing - curriculum for
visiting professor in mass media departments of speech, radio, tv
at Central last Winter and Spring and film, broadcast management
and communications arts. He
Quarters.
continues as executive producer
'l'hP ·. - ~chool
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At Loyola

Five attend voter conference
,'

By Pete Delaunay

According to Dan Draper, 2~
The student delegates include:
Larson,
ASC
ad- year-old chairman of the conministrative vice president; ference and former student body
William Lacy, administrative president at the University of
assistant to the ASC president; Oklahoma, the organizers hope to
Mark Henning, representing the keep the attention on the issues
Intercoilegiate Political Affairs not personalities.
Commission; Gary Larson, ASC
Not another rauy
executive vice president; and
"Originally," he said, "the
Peter Delaunay, Campus Crfe~ conference was planned as
editor-in-chief and Daily aeeord another new voter registration
correspondent.
rally. However, the emphasis has
Dav~

edltor·ln·chief

An estimated 2000 students are
slated to attend an Emergency
Conference for New Voters at
Chicago's Loyola University this
weekend. Central will be
represented by five stµdents who
will collect informatiOn about
voter registration f ot a planned
voter registration drive this
spring.

*SPECIAL*'

3 DAYS ONLY
Dec. 6-7-8
Monday-Wednesday

DOUBLEBURGER
With· Fries

gone beyond that and into
organizing young people to
participate
in
statewide
caucuses, and eventually to begin
involvement in .the two major
political parties.''
, "Only by a concerted effort in
Chicago can we hope to rival the
power and organization of the
political machines which run our
_political parties," Draper said.
"But the process must begin
now."
Central delegates to the conference hope to produce a slide
show of the three-day event. "The
slide show is designed as. a
recruitment device," said Dave
Larson. ''We are planning to give
_ showings not only on campus but
in the Ellensburg community
also."
Hope to stir interest
The conference -is, in effect, a
backlash to reports that the new
youth vote will have little impact
on the coming elections. The
organizers hope to stir a great
deal of interest in various voting
practices
by
scheduling

Central to host.
drama' conference
All teachers or would-be
teachers of drama are invited to
attend a conference-workshop in

Which ever Ylay ·you look at it!
has WAFFLE
STOMPERS

"TWO BOOT"

BOOTI
the finest
Grey Suede
great for a pre' s-ski

BOOT2
Magnificent Brown Burled Glove
All sizes in Wide, Med.,
and Narrow
7%-13

Our Price
Only

by,

WEYENBERC

workshops during the conference.
·Topics designed for the
workshops include: organization
of a nation-wide youth caucus
network; voter registration
techniques; techniques for
delegate selection in primary and
non-primary states; · techniques
for challenging state delegations
to national convention · and ,
many others.
Leaders of the conference are
hoping that it will provide
adequate stimulus for young
people to be on the convention
floor as delegates in 1972. "If we
really felt that there was one
candidate that was totally acdeptable 'to us:' Draper said,
0
then we wouldn't have to hold
this convention."
Central delegates will return
from the conference on Monday.
"We are going back there to
milk this conference,'' Bill Lacy
said, "for everything it has to
offer. We want to make sure that
the money being spent to send us
is well spent on a worth while
cause."

the Barge Threepenny Playhouse
tomorrow, said program director
Pat Romanov, guest lecturer in
speech and drama.
Participants in the all-day
affair will discuss the high school
drama program, share ideas and
problems about salary, teacher
training requirements and
equipment. Mrs. Romanov said
there will be demonstrations in
make-up, puppetry, lighting,
movement, costume and a new
technique in the technical theatre
(Poly Urithane Foam) will be
demonstrated.
Several scenes from "Hamlet"
will be · performed and an improvisational and mime troupe,
"The Little Old Ladies Offending
Co., Inc:," will conclude the day's
activities.
The schedule is: 9 a.m. 'coffee,
doughnuts, conversation; 10 a.m.
meeting to share ideas and
problems; 12:30 p.m. no-host
luncheon at Tally Ho Restaurant;
1:30 p.m. experim~nts in puppetry; 2:30 p.m. demonstrations
in make-up, Tech Theatre
techniques,
scenes
from
"Hamlet"; 5 p.m. social hour at
Tally Ho, dinner independently; 7
· p.m. movement workshop and
8:30 p.m. "The Little Old Ladies
Offending Co., Inc."
- Some 300 invitations were sent
to drama teachers in the state,
said Mrs. Romanov. Anyone
interested may also attend the
program. There is no fee.

Church in_
v ites
author to speak
Dr. Edward B. Lindaman,
president of Whitworth College,
will be the guest speaker Sunday
at the First Presbyterian Church
located at 1307 E. Third Ave.
Dr. Lindaman is the author of
the book, "Space; a New
Direction forMankind." He spent
some 25 years in the aerospace
industry itself.
Dr. Lindaman will speak at the
10 a.m. service. A lunch is set for
.college students and Dr. Lindaman to get ·together after
church. Those interested in attending the luncheon should
contact thEl chutch. ·at 962-9311.
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President of Union Board

-wE REPAIR VW's

-/

questions power capacity
by Glenna Moulthrop
Miss Boyett complains about
staff writer
feeling somewhat stifled and
Vicky Boyett, president of the claims that the Board is having
Union Board, is beginning to difficulty communicating with
wonder if the Board really has the administration.
"We're working very hard to
any power.
"The student voice is not being keep the channels of comlistened to," she says, adding, munication open so that
"Decisions are coming down misunderstandings don't result."
"We'd like to see the Union
from above that we have no
Board have the power it should
control over."
An example she cites is the have in comparison to other
closing of parking lot B, a matter schools. In that way, we'd be able
in which the Union Board was not to be more effective."
consulted.
'
Board members visit other
''We should be informed college campuses several times a
beforehand and given a chance .to year, hoping to get ideas about
participate in these decisions." what other schools are doing.
The board, composed of seven
Several weeks ago, Miss Boyett
students, three faculty or staff and Marsh Erickson .spent part of
members, and the director and a day inspecting the facilities at
assistant director of the
Samuelson Union Building, is
primarily concerned with
,recommending pqlicies for the
·use of the building and its
facilities.
Student members are appointed to the volunteer positions
by the ASC executive vice
president and faculty or staff
members by the Faculty Senate.
The Union Board serves in an
by Michael Leyden
contributing writer
advisory capacity to App Legg,
SUB director.
"We kind of ·make sure
Do you know that it is cheaper
everything's running right so the dollar by dollar to spend your
students get the best deal," says spring quarter of study in
Miss Boyett, who is serving in her Guadalajara, Mexico than
second year as Union Board Ellensburg?
president.
Yes, these are the hard
Rooms and prices
economic truths. .
..
In Mexico
Besides ~e· 'ing policies, the
$180.
Board also grants rooms in the Tmbon
$240.
SUB to student organizations and - Board & ~oom
"sets prices on things like how Round-trip.
-0much it costs to play pool," ac- tr~nsportat10n .
wi_th scholarship
cording to its president.
She notes that the Board Miscellaneous:
recently designated mf"ney for a Books,. tooth paste,
$100.
fountain that will be placed souvemrs etc.
$530.
outside the cafeteria.
Total
In Ellensburg
"There's a lot of things we'd
$149.
like to get done in the SUB," says Tuition
Board&Room
$310.
Miss Boyett.
Among the possibilities she Miscellaneous:
$160.
names are an expansion of the Books, kegs,
games room; a post office branch Valentine cards, etc.
$619.
and a workshop in the SUB; Total
This educational happening of ·
listening lounges; and a multipurpose room with lockers where study, exploration and adventure
commuters
could
study is yours. Get it oil you Central
students. Recognize . what the
throughout the day.

Montana State University in
Missoula, and two other Board
members visited the University
of Washington campus.
She became a member of the
Union Board during her freshman year at Central because she
wanted to get involved in a
student activity.
"It's given me an insight into
what's happening on campus,"
says Miss Boyett, who encourages students to attend the
Board meetings held every
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in SUB 206.
"If the students care about
what's happening to their
building then they should come to
our-meetings. We feel like we're
the voice of the students but we
do need more student input."

Study is Cheaper
in Guadalajara
International Programs Office
offers you, not to mention other
opportunities awaiting in such
exotic places as Bucaramunga,
Colombia; Quito, Ecquador;
England; and France.
Can you afford not to believe
•
. ?
th IS.

OVERTON'S.
TROPICAL FISH
Rt. 3 - 962-9166

2nd and Main --·925-2055

BIBLE
TALKS
•
YOU ARE INVITED .to come ·a nd see a ministry and church Ii ke you read about in
Luke 10 and 1 Cor. 16:19
THIS °Ml NISTRY IS functioning without salaries, collections · or tithes,
going forth
prenching the same Gospel and in the same
·manner as did the first apostles; having
or name.
no denominational affiliiations
What religious name did Jesus take?
ALL ARE WELCOME for this hour of Bible
Talks at the CARPENTERS HALL-West 4th
St. -Ellensburg.
EACH: Sunday at 7:30 P:M.
Tuesday at 7: 30 P.M.
Ministers
M. Middleton
V. Blazek
Joyce Long

CHRISTMAS IDEAS GALORE AT MILLS SADDLE

.

~- ~~~~~'"•"

BILL'S 66
Quality Recap Snow Tires s2650 a pair
lncludlng everything

••

SPECIAL
~ube Oil exduding filter--s4~

•

includes car cleaning

•
•

Flat Repair-$1 .50
Self-Service Gasoline
(Why pay more to have your windows cleaned and your
oil checked? Bill w-ill do that while you're pumping
the gas.)
~

.. ·., 8t.h .a nd Pearl.·._,',

FOR MEN
WESTERN JEANS
MOCCASINS, BOOTS
BELT BUCKLES
LEATHER GLOVES
BELTS
BRUSH JACKns
BILLFOLDS
VESTS-Nylon or Sheep Lined

FORWOIEN
WESTERN JEWELRY
MINNETONKA MOCCASINS
BLOUSES
BELTS
ACME & TONY LAMA BOOTS
WESTERN MAN-FIT JACKETS-JEANS
YC>OL BLEND PONCHO'S
PURSES-Tooled and Suede
CHAPS

.............. :...MILLS.SADDLE .~N. J.OGS .. ~ ..m .· ..... .
...a.

.._._

-
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Winter sports in full swing
Cagers
vs. Saints
Tomorrow, St. Martin's College
of Olympia is the visitor for
another hoop battle.
That contest will be an important NAIA District One clash.
The Saints are lead by 6-7
center Arvie Johnson.lone of the
best rebounders in the state. Bill
Dicus,, 6-3 forward, 5-7 speedster
Herb Moxley along with 6-5
newcomer Lennie Kemp are the
Sairlts to watch.
Game time for tomorrow
night's game will be 7:30 p.m.
The junior-varsity tangle with.
the Renton Roadrunners in a
preliminary to the St. Martin's
game.
Tomorrow night's game also
will feature the presentation of
the second-place All-Sports
trophy to Central.
The national honor-highest
ever won by any Northwest NAIA
school-is presented by the
sports information directors of
the 550 NAIA schools. Eastern
Michigan University-since
moved up to NCAA college
competit~on-captured
fir.st
place honors.
The trophy is based on all
varsity competition with points
awarded for each national
ranking or placing.
Last year four CWSC teams
placed in the top 20 nationally.
The wrestlers won the NAIA
championship-Central' s
first
ever-and the cross-country and
swimming teams captured sixth
places nationally. The basketball
team made it to the second
round-top sixteen-of the
national tourney.

Matmen defend national crown
by Bill Irving
sports writer
Somehow it doesn't seem possible that a
national championship team one year
could be the underdog for a conference
title the next.
Nonetheless, that appears to be the case
for the Central wrestlers.
Southern Oregon College should be given
the inside track on the EvCo title, according to Central wrestling coach, Eric
Beardsley. Oregon College of Education,
Western Washington and the 'Cats will
also be in the thick of the race.
This season's grapplers are minus four
EvCo champs and a like number of NAIA
National team members, due to
. graduation.
Gone are Kenichi Kanno ( 118 lb. national
champ), Thurman Landers (6th place at
142 lbs. and a former national champ},
Gary Stevenson (4th place at 167 lbs), and
Ed Harris (4th place in the heavyweight
class).
Beardsley, NAIA national wrestling
coach-of-the-year, says a lot of people
· "figure we're gonna be down" but he
doesn't ·go along with that appraisal.
,;We might fool some people," said
Beardsley, even with "some real young
kids.''.
Craig Skeesick returns with the 134 lb.
national title under his belt and nothing but
priase from his coach. Craig, a senior from
Moses Lake, is "one of the best in the
country," indicated Beardsley.

been members of Washington's all-star
team that has toured ·Japan the past few
years.
The rest of the squad looks like this.
Wayne Schutte; senior from Othello, and
Lee Reichert, freshman from Tahoma
High School, are battling it out for the 118
lb. spot.
Freshman Tony Blore from Bellingham,
who took second in last year's state· meet,
is at 150 lb.s; Jim Adams, junior from
Kiona-Benton at 158; Rex Febus, junfor
from Issaquah by way of Green River
Community College at 167; Ray Blondin,
senior from Yakima at 177; and TomOmli,
state CC champ, a junior from Puyallup
via Green River CC at 190.
At he?vyweight, David Smith, a senior
transfer from Pacific University in Oregon
and Clark CC, will fill the bill.
The grapplers already have one contest
to their name. They took a strong second
place in a freestyle tournament at the
University of British Columbia on Nov. 20.
Portland State took the top spot with 53112
points to Central's 52. Skeesick, Shaw, and
Gowens were champions, Schutte took
second; Omli and Smith, third; and
Adams, fourth.
The wrestlers, schedule is an indication
of the strength of the team.

Freshmen Kit Shaw's and Greg Gowens'
early season performances have made
Beardsley proud of them, and himself an
optimistic coach. He said they are "two of
the best freshmen I've ever had."

Some non-conference highlights include
a Dec. 10 trip to Chico for a dual meet with
Humboldt and the Chico Farwest Tourney
the next day. On the 18th, they travel to the
· University of Washington tourney. On Jan.
7 the wrestlers host the University of
Oregon and on Dec. 24 host UW. Feb. 12
sees them at WSU and the 25th at Portland
State.

Shaw, from Sunnyside, was state champ
in the 126 lb. class two years ago and took
third last year. Gowens is the 142 lb. state
champion from Bellingham. Both have

The reigning national champions appear
to have their work cut out for them but it
would be a mistake to count them out of the
EvCo race.

Picks Central

Likes the jockey

Odds set for Kansas CifY derby
by Elliott Grieve
managing editor
A betting look at the horses just before
they go to the post in the 35th running of the
Kansas City Derby trials:
The field, the best ever, is expected to
cover the three-month course using record
adrenalin. The track will be fast, with four
thoroughbreds setting an early pace. The ·
purse will be a trip to the big derby-the
NAIA national basketball tournament in
Kansas City in March.
And now a glance at the 11-team District
One field, with handicap odds, and
apologies to Jimmy the Greek. Hopefully
Slade Gorton will be wearing blinkers.
Eastern Washington goes to the post
carrying 3-2 odds. The Savages showed
flashes of winning last year before tiring
badly in the stretch. Largest and most
physical of the entrants. Three starters
returning from last year, including bit 6-7
Dave Hayden. A herd of sev~n community
college transfers and a high school AllAmerican now make theii- home in
downtown Cheney. Mark Seil, 6-2 transfer
from Tacoma Community College, was
one of the few players around last year
who could defensively handle Tom
Bradley. And that could be the key to
everything.
Western Washington bas a front runner
reputation and 2-1 odds. The Vikings are ·
good in the stretch, just as long as the race
isn't being held in Ellensburg~ Lost out last

year in photo finish. Return four starters
and seven lettermen. Coach Chuck Randall says, for the tenth year in a row, "this
is the finest team in the history of Western.
There is no way we can lose if we keep our
minds on the team we are playing."
Randall may be right this year especially
since newcomer Tom Bradley-Mr.
Everything last year at . Walla Walla
Community College-will be bringing the
ball up the floor. Still, I've got a hunch
Western won't be smelling roses in March.
Pacific Lutheran goes to the post with a
3-1 backing. The Lutes or Knights or
whatever they are called, have come flying
hito the stretch the last two years. ·Last
year came within a nose of going to Kansas
City. Nine returning lettermen, including
6-8 Swedish,giant Ake Palm, are back. If it
rains a lot in March, Martin Luther might
be proud.
Central Washington still bas a few
backers and goes to the post at 5-1. The
Wildcats have won seven straight previous
Kansas City races and know the track
well. Probably have the best jockey in
Coach Dean Nicholson. Nicholson has won
169 and lost 45 in seven years at Central.
Lack of height will hurt locals.
St. Martin's takes to the floor as an 8-1
choice. The Saint's will need a little help
from their friends above to go along with
talented 6-7 center Arvie Johnson if they
hope to be close. Newcomer Lennie Kemp
from Wewoka, Okla. should help.

Grapplers
vs. alumni
by Bill Irving
sports writer
The third annual varsityalumni wrestling match is set for
7:30 tonight in the main gym of
Nicholson Pavilion.
This year's generation grapple ,
will determine the leader in the
series m'atchups. The alumni
took the first contest in 1969, 2314, with the varsity evening the
series last year, 25-17.
Tonight's contest promises the
excitement of the experienced
and proven alumni doing battle
with the youth and talent of the
varsity grapplers.
Each match will run five
minutes instead of the usual
eight. According to varsity
wrestling Coach Eric Beardsley,
the decrease in the length of the
matches will definitely help the
alumni.
"The alumni has some ·pretty
good wrestlers,'' said Beardsley, ,
and their line-up would appear to
bear that out.
Gary Sprague is entered in the
115 lb. class, Jim Herman at 123,
and John Casebeer, third place
finisher in the 1968 Nationals, at
137.
At the 141 lb. division Thurman
Landers, 1970 National champ
and sixth place finisher last year
returns. Ron Baze will compete
at 148 lbs. and fourth place
finisher in the 1968 Nationals,
Gary Mogenson, at 152.
John Lane,· national junior
college champ, returns at 158
lbs., Gerald George, 1964 Pacific
Coast titlist at 160, and Dennis
Dahl at 163. Ron Seibel holds
down the 167 lb. class for the
alumni, and Gary Stevenson, who
took fourth in last year's
Nationals, the 185 lb. spot.
In the 195 lb. class Darren Sipe~
fifth place finisher in the 1966
Nationals and national GrecoRoman champ the past two
years, holds down the spot. At
heavyweight, LeRoy Werkhoven,
the 1966 Nationals' fifth place
finisher, will fill the bill.

Simon F.i:aser loses a little coming south
of the border and goes to the post at 10-1.
Larry Clark, 6-6 senior from Sari Francisco, does a good job up front but won't
get much help. If the race is held in
Canada things could be different.
·
University of Alaska comes from out of
The varsity squad will counter
the cold at 15-1. If it snows,in March watch
with either Wayne Schutte or Lee
out. Little is known about the Nannooks
Reichert at 118 lbs., and freshexcept that they split a pair of games with
man Kit Shaw, 1970 state cliamp
Simon Fraser last weekend.
and third place finisher last
Whitworth goes in at a 19-1 longshot. The
sea~on, at 126.
private school from Spokane left the EvCo
- National titlist Craig Skeesick
this season for the greener pastures of the
will compete at 134 lbs. and freshNorthwest League. The move should help
their record but not their chances ·for a
man Greg Gowens, 142 lb. state
NAIA trip.
champ, at that weight.
Freshman Tony Blore, runnerWhitman starts the race at 25-1. The
Walla Walla school just isn't used to the , up in last year's state meet, will
compete at 150 lbs., Ji.In Adams
competition and needs a real miracle.
at 158, Rex Febus at 167, and Ray
Lewis and . Cark Normal is a 50-1
Blondin at 177. Tom Omli, state
longshot. Needs a shot of something to
. CC champ, is at 190 lbs. and
even get close to the pack.
David Smith will fill in the ·
Alaska Methodist is a real, real longshot
heavyweight berth.
at 100-1. Just no way unless the track is
covered with ice.
Matchups between varsity and
alumni wrestlers were not set at
So the smart money will be on Eastern,
press time but programs are
the safe money on Western, and money
available at the match.
makers cash on PLU. That leaves the
Beardsley said the1 matches
outside open for a longshot. It may be a
will "make a good evening" and
sentimental bet, but I have a hunch
if the caliber of competition is an
Central is going to be right in there at the
indicator, it will be.
finish line-Kansas City.
Besides, I like the jockey.
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Defends tiHe

Skeesick anchors champs
by Bill Irving
sports writer
Believe it or not, national wrestling
'champ Craig Skeesick is trying to figure
out why he is winninj!
Skeesick said, "I've been wondering
why I win," because "I've wrestled some
good guys." He also observed that "I
haven't got a good move."
His perplexity and humility about his
talent doesn't sound like the stuff AllAmericans are made of.

attributes his success in that area to
Kenichi Kanno, his teammate last year
and co-national champion.
Kanno graduated fast season as did
Thurman Landers, former national
champ. Skeesick said both "were my key
helpers.''
Even fm: a wrestler at a light weight
Skeesick is pretty short. He is 5-41h and
wrestles in the 134 lb. class. He prefers
grapplers his own size and says he hasn't
wrestled anyone smaller.

Success if no stranger
Skeesick is no stranger to success.
Starting in a summer clinic in the sixth
grade he won seven straight one-minute
matches in one day. From his sophomore
to senior year in high school he didn't lose
a match, compiling a 54 win-no loss record.
He gathered two straight state titles in his .
junior and senior years.

Skeesick's 20-year-old wife, Vicki, alSo
gets some of credit for his wrestling exploits. "If it wasn't for Vicki I probably
wouldn't make weight," said Skeesick.

In fact, Scholastic Wrestling News, a
national sports magazine, rated him, and a.
future teammate, at the 100 percent level.
Twelve full-ride scholarships were offered
Skeesick by major colleges.

His hometown's spirit for wrestling also
shares in the credit for the national
champ's performances. "Moses Lake is a
wrestling town" in which the "townspeople support the program,'' he said.

Skeesick, -a 21-year-old art education
major, began his trip to the top in the sixth
grade because his three older brothers had
all wrestled. He followed suit, he said
jokingly; to "keep up the family name."

Champ is optimistic
"We (the team) think we can repeat
Nationals," said the optimistic champ. He
also believes the team will "give them (big
schools) a run for their money."

The Moses Lake native had the same
'coach, Dick Dean, until the ninth grade
and all through high school. Skeesick felt
Dean was a great high school coach,
saying, "I think he's great" and "I really
liked him." Dean was a wrestler under
Central's wrestling coach Beardsley at
'Moses Lake. Tl1dr friendship was a factor
in Skeesick's attending Central.
,
'Beardsley is great'
Skeesick feels "Beardsley is a great
person," and his personality and the
charice for a national trip are the contributing factors to his recruiting successes.
The best part of his own wrestling game
is takedowns, according to Skeesick. He

He doesn't get psyched up until about ten
minutes before _his match, according to
Skeesick but says "I have. butterflies the
whole day" of a match.

He felt it was a real honor for the team to
take a national championship and believes
a big factor in that triumph was that "we
were so set on being a team."
Skeesick said that the team knew they
could be national champs the night before
the semifinals, if only one of the five
members won in the semis. After three
losses, Kanno came through to clinch the
National title.
"It doesn't feel any different" except
there's "more pressure from other
people" said Skeesick.

With nearly his whole wrestling career a
winning proposition, it's easy to see why a
national championship doesn't change
him.

SEIBEi TD
At

WILLIE STRANGE'S
SPORTING GOODS,

'

~06

N. PINE

YourSklHeaclquarten

W_ith Strange's Fabulous SKI PACKAGES
Includes A Pair Of Fischer Silver Glass
Package No. 1 AtRacersStrange's
. . . Solomon 404 Step-In Bindings. . Poles. .
Mounting And Safety Straps, All For Just ......... .

Package No. 2. You

Get A Pair Of Fischer Silver Glass Racer Skis . .
The New La Dolomite Plastic Buckle Boots, Solomon 404
Step-In Bindings, Poles, Mou.n ting And Safety Straps,
All
For .............. . ...................... .
Evening Appointments Can Be Made For Fittings.

~!"'"'m---,.~~-,~r-:::ic::;r-n~~

Rent your skis
For Season

With Our Rental
Package ~ Includes
Skis-Boots-Pol..

s129•5

Package No. 3 Includes

.Cougar Woad Skis.• .Cober Bindings .Cober
Poles . . Mounting And Safety Straps, All For $44.95 . .
And With The New La Dolomite Plastic Buckle ~ts,
The Package Is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

SKIS-

s7995

A Ilg Selection lnclucllng Fischer, Head, K-2, Lang.-·Dynamk (Lang Dee·
Na-Meek)and Dolomite
.
• • .an outstanding selection of ski hats for siding and cold
weather wear•• ~own-fllled ski gloves for extra -cold hancls. ••ski coats
by Tempco, Roffe (Raw-F. . ), and Far West••custom foam ski boots..
and a lot more for skien. The latest styles In warm-up ski pants-a 1a,..e
. . . , .. , . . . . . . . •~Jectlon In Insulated . and reversible s~e1. ~
.... " .
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"Handshake" Hanson head hooper
All-American forward
Rich Hanson

All-American Rich Hanson leads Whildcats against
St. Martins at 7: 30 tomorrow night in Nicholson
Pavilion.

by Roger Underwood
sports editor
"Nice guys finish last." A very popular sports
cliche indeed. And there are many instances where
this rule of mouth holds true.
But here at Central, there is proof that this isn't
always the case.
·
That proof is in the form of 6-4 All-American
forward Rich Hanson. Rich is a nice guy. He has to
be. I mean, how else are you going to classify a ·guy
who earned the nickname "Handshake" by shaking
hands not only with his personal opponent before a
game, but with the four other starters as well?
Incidentally, he earned that nickname while rewriting the record books as a high school AllAmerican in the State class A tournament while
performing for Blaine high in 1963 and 64.
So although he's a nice guy, Rich is also a winner.
He's proven that time and time again. He proved it
last year when he led the Wildcats in scoring and
rebounding and earned national recognition as a
sophomore.
He has respect already
In one short year, "Handshake" has won the
respect of teammates, opponents, coaches and fans
as a consistently outstanding performer.· And that
isn't particularly easy to do here in Wildcat country,
where names like Cox, Benedict and Wallace and
Adams tend to linger in fan's minds.
So how did the latest in a long line of 'Cat hoop
standouts happen to find his way to good ol' Ellensburg?
You could say it all started when Rich was in the
fifth grade. That's when he first started playing
organized basketball.
From there he went on to a super high school
career that was highlighted in 1964 when, as a
senior, Rich was selected for Senior Scholastic
Magazines' high school All-America team.
That was also the year that, after leading his
Blaine squad to a second successive State tourney
berth, Hanson set six individual tournament
records, including the single tournament scori:ng
record of 135 points in four games. ( 35 points per
game average). He also holds the career scoring
mark with 241 points. Rich compiled that total in
only two tournament appearances while most of the
other ranking career scorers did their thing in three
or more tourneys.
Enrolled around
After graduating from high schooi, Hanson
enrolled at Columbia Basin Conuµunity College in
Pasco on a basketball scholarship. That particular school didn't agree with Rich, so he dropped
out after one quarter and was recruited again; this
time by Uncle Sam.
Hanson spent most of his two year hitch in Ger-

Jayvees lose
.Central Washington Jayvee
basketball team was nipped in
its season opener by Yakima
Valley college, 79-75, Wednesday night in Yakima. .
Coach Stan Sorenson's club
fell behind 46-30 at halftime but
made a strong run in the final
frame. Contest was tied 67-67
but YVC led by Mike Meyer who
had 17 points, pulled out the win.
Kirk Stiltner was CWSC top
scorer with 25 points while Rick
Bass added 13.

~'TOPS''
SroaTa laut.10111
411 ·N•.Pacarl

many, and while there, he played a lot of basketball.
Rich said there were some pretty good ballplayers
there, and that playing "helped keep me in shape".
When Uncle Sam put Rich on waivers, he was
quickly snatched up by Skagit Valley Community
College. He played a year there, and "didn't excel
because I wasn't in shape".
He also decided that this wasn't the place for him
either, so he wrote to Yakima Valley College coach
Ellwood Crosier, who in turn notified Central Coach
Dean Nicholson.
A few quarters and phone calls later, Rich was a
Wildcat.
Rich says he has found his niche here for various
reasons. · "The competition is so much better at a
, four year school, and of course the coach helps" he
explained.
In his first year here, as a sophomore, Rich had
some pretty big shoes to fill. A year earlier, people
like Paul Adams, Dave Allen and Joe LaDuca
had helped tlte 'Cats make it all the way to the
national championship game and an NAIA second
place trophy.
So a lot was ol . lously expected of him. Although
the team struggled through most of the season, they
did manage a tie for the EvCo championship witr
Western, and won another trip to Kansas City by
virtue of two wins over
Vikings, and a best two
of three conquest of Pacific Lutheran in the District
1 playoffs.
And Rich didn't disappoint anyone. He scored at a
14.2 point per game clip, led the team in rebounding,
and emerged as the team leader.
Rich looks around
When asked about his national accolades, Rich
said ''I must have had a pretty good year, but a lot
of credit should go the other players and Coach
Nicholson. I had a lot to learn."
Tbis year, Hanson and his teammates are underdogs. Western Washington looks to be bulging at
the seams with talent and experience while the ·
Wildcats will be adjusting to the loss of such standouts as Mitch Adams, Andy Harris, George
Bender, John Harrell and Robert Williams.

the

"We've got a good ballclub" said Rich, "and I
don't think Western will dominate the league. Two
or three other schools in the conference will give .
them trouble" he predicted. "Eastern will be tough
and I suppose one of the Oregon schools will be
fairly strQ.ng, besides us" he explained~
Rich knows that the key to any team or individual
success lies in the coach, and he feels he definitely
has a plus in that department.
"He is very special" Hanson said regarding 'Cat
mentor Nicholson. "He understands the ballplayers
but he eXpects you to do a job when you're on the
court".
He went on to explain that "He gains the respect
of his players, and has established a winning
· tradition here" .
Rich's favorite move
Most ·ballplayers have a pet shot or a favorite
move to use when they get the ball. Rich likes to get
the ball at the low post and go from there. And when
Rich gets the ball there, it usually means headaches
for his defender because he has more moves than a
clock from that position.
When explaining this, he quickly added "Our
offense isn't geared around one guy".
It's statements like this that explain why Rich
Hanson is one nice guy who will finish anywhere but
last. And when Rich is involved, anywhere usually
means first.

10 Centers
this Monday-4-9

PIZZA PLACE
In The Plaza

925-5446

I
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Gridders finish strong,
3 named Evco all-stars
By Roger Underwood
Central with a 28-24 triumph over
Sports Editor
a solid LC club in Portland.
Congrats are in order for Coach
In his final game as a Wildcat,
Tom Parry and his football
quarterback
Jeff Short comWildcats. After losing their first
four games in the discouraging pleted passes for 200 yards and
,, close - but not quite style, they two touchdowns to cap a
bounced back to win four of their sparkling two-year career.
Cal Allen, another senior
last six to finish with a respectable 4-6 mark, even though their . making his final appearance for
last three games were on the Central;teamed with fullback R.
J. Williams for a potent ground
road.
The last win, over Lewis and attack. Both gained over 100
Clark on Nov. 20, must have been yards in the contest, and it was
gratifying indeed for the 'Cats. Allen's 31 yard kickoff return late
in the game that gave the
It was a Short to Anderson
toucMown pass with a little over Wildcats good field position for
a minute to play that provided their winning touchdown drive.

Wildcats get honors
Football awards
were
presented fo two Wildcat
varsity football standouts at the
football banquet held Wednesday night
Bob Linderman a senior offensive tackle from Centralia
was voted best blocker by his
teammates. Senior running
back Cal Allen received the
inspirational award as well as
the team captain award via the

vote of this teammates.
Allen, a running back from
Bellevue, was also named to the
· Evergreen Conference All Star
second team while Linderman
was given honorable mention.
The top freshman award went
to Ben Brumfield, 18 year-old
from qoquiam. Brumfieldplayeci ~ight end on offense and
linebacker on defense.

Gymnasts favorites
OLD AND NEW BATTLE-Varsity's Kerry Poole (white jersey)
fights for rebound with alum Bruce Sanderson in Nov. 20 clash.
Varsity won it, 90-88. (Photo by Stewart)

NeVtt \arsity unveiled,
nip spirited alums 90-88
Well, the wraps are off of the
'71-'72 basketball Wildcats, and
Dean Nicholson's troop5 have a
win under their belts.
But they didn't get it without
quite a tussle.
A spirited alumni squad led by
such greats as Theartis Wallace,
Dave Benedict, Dave Allen and
others pushed the varsity to the
limit before finally being subdued
90-88 in a thriller.
Trailing 47-43 at halftime, the
varsity came alive behind the'
shooting of Bill Chatman and

Eric Schooler and the rebounding
of Ron Weber.
They pulled away by as many
as eight points in the second half
only to see the stubborn alums
battle back on the performances
of Wallace, Andy Harris and John
Harrell.
Chatman bombed away from
the outside for 29 points to lead all
scorer·s, and was 'helped by Rich
Hanson's 15 and Schooler's 11.
Wallace employed his picturebook jumper for 14 to pace the
alums.

Three returnees who went to
the Nationals last yea'r and some
promising freshmen make this
year's gymnastics team a big
favorite to take the league
championship.
Dick Foxal, in his second year
as coach, has Bob Arnold, who
placed fifth on the trampoline;
Frank Perrone, fourth on the
rings; and Ken Krebs the only
senior on the team back from last
year's national team.
Add Colin Wright, last year's
state high school rings champion; Howard Fox, third in the
state on rings; Mike Coury,
second place in the state in free
exercise; and Richard Belt who
went to state on the high bar, and
you have a fine mlCleus for
another championship team.
Others Ol} the team are Chan

Fafaone and Rich Burcholder,
both lettermen.
Coach Foxal, commenting on
his team's 'chances this year said,
'~We should be favored to win the
conference."
The first meet for the gymnasts
will be Jan. 8 when they host
against Washington State
University
and
Eastern
Washington State College here.

Three 'Cats were namell to the
coaches' Evergreen Conference
All-Star team.
Jeff Short was named quarterback for the second straight
year, while tight end Mike Huard
and defensive back Pat Maki
were picked at their positions for
the first time.
Short and Huard are seniors;
Maki is a junior.
Six more Wildcats made
second team spots. Lineman Dan
Papke and linebackers Ray
Blondin and Lonnie Pierson
received defensive acclaim while
center Rick Lowe and the
talented tandem of R. J. Williams
and Cal Allen were tabbed as
running backs.
· Honorable mention went to
offensive linemen Bob Linderman, John Sackman and Ron
Rood, wide receiver Terry Anderson and defensive back Greg
Emry.

Ostrander's
offers you this
fine quality
line of cosmetics
•
•
•

Lanvin
Chanel
Corday

•Dana
•
•

Revlon
Chantilly

SKI RACK

For sale fits most cars
Gall Kathy
963-1491
. 4hd Pin

.~'""/

.

Ski-Doo's '72 bodies protect you against
all kinds of weather.
'

Goofy's Jackets
Now In Stock
Ideal for skiing
Colours:
Bro\ rn, Yellow, Red,
Light & Dark Blue

All Sizes ·

Now you can lust
be wet Inside at

Goofy's

410 N. Main
925-3146
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Wildlciftens field hockey club 8-4
. Hats off to the Central
Wildkittens Field Hockey team
and their coach Dr. Putnam. The
'Kittens turned in an impressive
8-4 season record, and were even
better in conference play at 8-2. ·
Twelve seniors will graduate
from the squad, which was termed by Dr. Putnam as "one of
the best I've ever had". They
include Sally Barnhart, Kathy
Buckingham, Mickey Clarke,
Lynn Forster, Alma Gapsch,
Anita McDonald, Linda Thornton, Mickie Vining, Sara
Zaikowski and Leslie Stockton,
who is the only_graduating senior
that has played for four years on
the Central varsity.
Coach Putnam emphasized .
that this is quite noteworthy
because most of her players
transfer in from community

colleges or other schools as
sophomores or juniors.
The girls began their season by
losing the first two matches, but
they were non-conference contests with two talented adult
clubs.
The Tacoma Field Hockey Club
turned the 'Kittens back first on
October 9 by a 4-2 count. Then the
Seattle Field Hockey Club
blanked them 6-0. Oct. 10.
Then. conference play started,
and Central's .representatives
bowed they meant business.
They whipped Pacific Lutheran
6 zip before nipping the alumni 21 during homecoming.
On Nov. 6 they · lost to
Washington State 2-1, but
bounced back to dump Eastern
Washington 2-1 in a double
header.

Kneissl 1200 ·

Reg. 143.89

Rossignal Concordas

Reg. 148. 95

JI.. Hope Blnclngs- A & T Poles
ft Leash• Custom Mounted . SALE 1114•

I

Salo1110n Blncln•• A & T Poles

111'5

Leash-Custom Mounted SALE . 1

' Reg. 209.39

Next on the agenda came 0. But from then on, the 'Kittens
Western Washington, who were pretty much had things their
unbeaten until they met the way.
,
Wildkittens Qn Nov. 13. Central · ·After squeaking past Oregon
knocked them off 2-l.
State 2-1, they scored three
The grand finale followed. The successive shutouts, blanking the
Northwest Conference Tour- Washington State II team 4-0 then
nament at Washington State in
Pullman brought the Wildkittens
together with 13 other A Division
teams from British Columbia,
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Central's womens volleyball
Montana.
competed
in
the
This particular tournament team
does not have a regular tour- Washington State University
nament format. The purpose of Invitational Nov. 19th and 20th.
On Friday the 19th, they sandthe event as explained by Coach
Putnam, is simply to get together wiched a loss to the University of
with other teams and play five Montana with wins over
Washington State and Eastern
matches.
The powerful University of Washington.
Saturday, they lost to Montana
British Columbia team took on
the Wildkittens first, and won it 3- again and then Eastern before

Portland State 4-0 and finally the
University of Washington 3-0.
So the 'Kittens finish the season
with three straight shutout
victories, and a four and one
tourney mark against some
pretty stiff competition.

Netters active
whipping Washington State once
again.
This weekend the 'Kittens will
travel to Eugene for the Northwest TolJ.fnament in the Oregon
city. The competition from the
Oregon schools looks to be plenty
tough, but you can bet that the
Wildkittens will be in there
clawing.

'~(1 1:
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Uphill battle fought
by ecology vote.rs
by Bill lrving
staff writer
Central's ecology program is
fighting an uphill battle for
student support.
A change of name from last
year's AMEN (Avert Man's
Extinction Now) to the present
SAVE (Student Association of
Voters for Ecology), highlights
the latest round in the ecology
mixup.
AMEN was organized three
years ago under the biology
department's auspices. AMEN
became SAVE this quarter
because Olympia legislators and
others thought the title was a
"scare tactic."

Before its name change, the
organization helped with last
spring's river cleanup and the
founding of Clearwater Park.
SAVE is affiliated with the
national organization, ZPG (Zero
Population Growth). Therefore,
the main emphasis of SAVE will
be the distribution of ZPG
material to inform students about
the population crisis and the
environmental problem.
In cooperation with ZPG, information about abortion,
vasectomy, birth control, and
population control awareness will
be provided by SAVE. It also
plans to work with the.
Washington
Environmental ·
Council ( WEC) on future environmental legislation such as
Initiative
43
(shorelines
protection).
Tom Moser, acting president of
SAVE, sees ecology and
population as "going hand in
The New Hope, a group of hand;" therefore, its affiliation
professional . musicians from with ZPG and cooperation with
colleges
and
universities WEC.
Moser, a 24-year-old sociology ·
throughout the United States, will
be appearing in concert in McConnell next Tuesday at 8 p.m.

,Ne'N Hppe'
on the 'Nay
Vicky Boyett (left) models a maxi dress which will be one of the items
previewed for the "Great Put-On's" fashion show. Maggie Alder is in
the rocking chair with the old-fashioned shawl as Pat Campbell
displays a more up-to-date pants suit.

Union Board gives
free fashion show
A potpourri of fashion will be
displayed Dec. 9 in the cafeteria
sponsored by the food service sub
committee of the Union Board.
The free show, to be held from
1:30-3:30 p.m., will present men's
and women's fashions from local
shops.
Vicky Boyett and Hal · Pederson, co-coordinators of the
fashion show, said the cafeteria
will run a luncheon special along
with the show. · They hope the
show and other activities , will
· make the SUB a greater traffic
area.
The show will also provide .
contact between students and
Ellensburg merchants. Six shows
are supplying fashions for the
show, said Miss Boyett.
They are the Tempo Shop;
Sports Boutique; Berry's; the
Great Put-On; The In Seam; and
Knickerbocker Men's Shop.

She said, "We have had good
cooperation with the stores. The
show should let people know the
stores in Ellensburg have decent
clothes and not all cowboy
boots."
Two or three outfits will be
displayed from each of the stores.
Miss Boyett said they will try to
get away from the formal fashion
show.
Ideas like the fashion show
come out of discussion in food
service sub committee and expansion meetings. Miss Boyett
invited anyone who is interested
in attending one of their meetings
to come to the small banquet
room in the SUB at 2 p.m. on
Mondays.
She said the committee is
always interested in hearing
questions, suggestions and ideas
about the SUB and its expansion.

The New Hope are all veteran
entertainers, having appeared
with various vocal groups across
the country. They are described
as having, "a fresh new sound
that has given 'new hope' to the
concept of group entertainment."
. The program will consist of a
. combination of hit tunes, rock
classics and their own original
material.
In the past they have appeared with Bob Hope, in
Disneyland and have given.
concerts in over 1000 high schools
and over 30 colleges.
This group is being brought to
Central by the campus Baptist
Student Union.

Reserve your apartment NOW
For Winter Quarter.
.

Swim lessons
registration set

Swim lesson registration will ·
take place in SUB 207 between .
7: 30 and 9: 30 a.m. on Dec. 13, 14,
& 15. Winter Quarter swim
classes will begin Jan. 4 for
adults and on Jan. 5 for children.
Registration fee is $7.50 for 15
lessons .for children and $10 for
adult lessons.
Children's lessons will be
available at half-hour intervals,
from 6 through 8 p.m.
Adults will make their
arrangements with the instructors at the first class
meeting, Jan. 4 (Tuesday), at 7
p.m.

.

Your deposit holds your apartment 'til
Janua~y .1 st.

Prerecorded 8 Tracks
& Cassettes
(We lose a little on every
sale, but volume keeps
us In business!)

.M·'§FI

SUPERSCOPE

®'

Blank Tape ·special!
LIST

1 and 2 Bedrooms
Furnished and Unfurnished

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & R'ailroad

Christmas Ideas
Yule Fools!

Advance tickets may be purchased at the Book Store or
Jerrol's for $1 or may be purchased at the door for $1.25.

.

' major, believes the change of
name will "give a new image" to
the campus' only ecology
program.
He stressed the idea that
"ecology is a worthy cause" and
must become "more than a fad."
Moser said SAVE's biggest
. problem will be "trying to get
people involved."
He listed its main goals as that
of being "an information center,"
a creator of "student interest,"
and ultimately a "letter writer."
Moser also said that SAVE will be
active in recycling.
Co-leaders of the program are
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harrell of
Seattle. Mrs. Harrell is a geology
major and her husband a
geography major.
Dr. Jared Verner of the biology
department is the advisor for
SAVE and there is no fee to join.

7'' 1800'
SLH 180

c-·60
C-90

$4.39
$6.49
$1.69
$2.69

WOWI

NOW!

I

$3.89
$5.99
$1.49
$2.19

3
3
3
3

rolls $11.49
rolls $14.39
rolls $3. 99
rolls $5.69

Walnut North Apartments

925-2725

408 N. Pearl

962-2830

Electronics For: Ent,rtainment? "STE~OCRAFT has it all."
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Cat-a-log
by Mary Lancaster

ACLU clued in for show
FLYING CLUB

ASCFLICK

Contrary to contemporary
connotations, this proposal will
try to stay on the level. Come to a
get organized meeting in
Pe~erson 103, at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Anyone interested in flying is
welcome.

CO INFO

COFFEE HOUSE

Cat-a-log editor

With nary a clue
program, the ACLU
Mardi Sheridan and
Buffalo in the Pit this
from noon to 1 p.m.

to their
presents
Crash &
afternoon

McDERMOTT
Starring W.C. Fields, "You
Washington State RepresenCan't Cheat an Honest Man" is
showing tonight and tomorrow in tative Jim McDermott will speak
McConnell Auditorium. Students to student voters Tuesday from
can see it for the vision of their noon to 1 p.m. in the SUB Burger
ASC card and the fourth part of a Bar.
His starting topic is entitled,
dollar. Show times are at 7 and 9
· "Politics: Try it, You'll Like it."
p.m.
Listen, you'll like him.
DRAFTAND

A draft counselor will be in the
SUB from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday, but
I'm not sure which room. If
you're interested, I'll find out
where by that time.
Conscientious objector information will be available from
Herb Legg, a local attorney affiliated with Seattle Quakers.
For more information, contact
the Crier office.
AEROSPACE MAJOR

All persons int-erested in an
Aerospace Management major
are invited to a meeting with
Professor Lee Fisher in Peterson
103, at 7 p.m. Monday.
And , Peterson is definitely a
way-out place to find.
HOME EC. CLUB

Come to their Christmas
meeting where they will be
having a speaker explaining the
culture and customs of a Norwegian Christmas, with Norwegian refreshments served! !
They will also have craft
displays and a bazaar.
If you are interested in selling
handmade crafts or white
elephant gift.s, contact Barb
Smith at 963-1702.
This is happening Monday at 7
p.m. in Michaelson Hail, the
recently re-named home ec.
building.

The Coffee House entertains
again, featuring the four-man
singing group "Bordersong."
Their repertoire is generally folkrock, but branches into other
areas, ranging from John Denver
to the Grafeful Dead, according
to an EWSC publication.
"Bordersong" appears in the
Burger , Bar twice nightly
Tuesday through Thursday at
7: 30 . and 9~ Admission is a
quarter.
· They've played co~certs for
EWSC, obviously, and the Savage
House in Spokane.
·
SKI SHOW

The Recreation Club is sponsoring a ski show called "The
Fool on the Hill" Wednesday at 7
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.
Films, fashions, displays and
door prizes are scheduled.
Admission is one dollar, and
tickets are on sale in , the SUB.
For further information,
contact Vicky Boyett, at 925-4371.

be in the Office of Veteran's
This must be done prior to taking fees for Winter Quarter.
Affairs from 9 a.m. to noon . Monday. If you don't, your
Deadline on that is Monday, if
Thursday.
registration will be cancelled.
you wish to retain your preAll students receiving financial registration.
ACLU DANCE
ACLU is sponsoring a dance, aid winter, and who will not be on
INDIAN HOOPSTERS
featuring "Adam Wind" in the campus to pick up their checks,
Native Americans interested in
SUB Large Ballroom from 9 p.m. must leave their name and ad- playing Basketball in the Yakima
to midnight. Admission is the dress, by Dec. 17, where they Nation Basketball League should
· would like to have their check contact Joe Hoptowit at 963-2131.
whole part of a dollar.
At the end of the evening (I just forwarded. Checks will be mailed Potential players.must be able to
can't resist the pun), your money Jan. 3.
prove one-quarter degree North •
will be "gone with the wind."
American Indiari tribal memGRABBY CASHIER
The Cashier's office is still bership.
SECRETARY JOBS
Three positions are open for
ASC Receptionist Secretary. The
former job_will be divided for
Theatre
FRI. And SAT.
three secretaries working three
hours each day (8-11 a.m., 11
' THE RA EXPEDITIONS'
a.m.-2 p.m., and 2-5 p.m.), with.
STARTS SUNDAY -DECEMBER 5th
the hourly wage starting at $1.60,
Shows Sun. At 4: 00 & 7: 30 - Weeknights 7: 30
subject to a change in the wageprice freeze.
"ONE OF THE ALL TIM . GREAT FILMS!"
Work includes : typing, filing,
7 Academy Awards including :...,~>.,<:BEST PICTURE!
shorthand or notehand and
knowledge
of duplicating
techniques.
Applicants are asked to go to
the ASC Office or contact Dave
Larson at 963-3445 before 5 p.m.
Monday.

Liberty

NATIONAL DEFENSE
LOAN RECIPIENTS

If this is your last quarter at
Central, and you have received a
National Defense Student Loan,
you must have an Exit Interview .
before leaving school.
Make an appointment now at
the Office of Student Accounts,
second floor of Mitchell or call
963-3546.
LOANS FOR WINTER
TUITION & FEES

For individuals who had difficulties last year with their
Wage and Tax Statement (form
W-2) reaching the correct address, the Payroll Office would
like to remind them to come by
the office and fill out a new W-4
form. W-4 forms are the only
permanent source of address
information the Payroll Office
has.
All address changes need to be
made before Dec. 15 so that ·the
new information can be transferred to the earnings
statements before they are
mailed.

Screenplay by

Produced by

Directed by

ROBERT BOLT

SAM SPIEGEL

DAVID LEAN SUPER PANAVISION 70®

·The

Photographed in

Village
~howings

Today is the last day to make
an appointment at the Office of
REPUBLICAN SPEAKER
Jerry Williams, Kittitas County Financial Aid if you desire
Republican Central Committee Winter Quarter tuition and fees to
chairman will be speaking to thE be paid from National Defense
College Republican League ot Student Loans.
Students who have not been
Central, Wednesday night at 7
awarded ,a National Defense
p.m. in SUB 205.
They welcome anyone in- Student Loan and desire a 30-day
terested in our governmental loan for winter quarter tuition
and fees are also urged to make
process.
FINANCIAL FUNDS
For further. information, you an appointment by today for a
All financial aid funds for the can contact Shelby Rice at 963- student short-term loan. That
1971-72 school year have been 2530.
repayment date will be Jan. 3.
exhausted;
however,
apWAIVER RECIPIENTS
CRISIS.MEETING
plications will still be accepted
In order that your fee cards
A general meeting of Crisis
for Winter Quarter.
Line members new and old is may be pulled, it is necessary
. Awards will be made after Feb. scheduled for Thursday in SUB that you contact the Cashier's
1, only if funds are accumulated 208, 9t 7:30 p.m.
Office in Mitchell either in person
through cancellations and if the
or by letter, to inform them you
VETERAN'S AFFAIRS
applicant qualifies for aid.
Mr. Charles Cox, represen- have been granted a tuition and
This does not apply to federally tative from the Veteran's Ad- fee waiver and of your intentions
insured loan applications nor ministration regional office, will to attend Central Winter Quarter.
campus employment.
TAX STATEMENTS
ADDRESS CORRECTIONS

ALEC GUINNESS ·ANTHONY QUINN ·JACK HAWKINS· JOSE FERRER · ANTHONY QUAYLE
CLAUDE RAINS . ARTHUR KENNEDY· with OMAR SHARIF as .Ah ' and introdu cing PETER O'TOOLE as lAWREN CE.
~

A Horizon Picture

in

TECHNICOLORe

~~ ~ G&

OPEN 6:45
925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUE.

At 7: 00 & 9: 00 Nightly

111aa11 n•t~;1~11~~~:~:t1
"BRILLIANT... A beautifully made nlm."
-Judith Crist, NBC TV

'A singular experience ... DARING!"

1!111111\IJt
l liiSTARTS WED., DEC. 8th-7:00&9:00Nightly

Hell holds no surprises for them •••

PRE-REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT SCHEDULE WINTER
QUARTER 1972

Pre-registration will · be conducted by the following alphabetical
·
schedule:
Dec. 3
-H
6
-I,J,K

7
8

-L
-M

9
10

-N,0,P
-Q,R

ASC card req1lired for ·packet pick-up.
All packets must be . returned by 3 p.m., Dec. 10, 1971.
Students must attend their classes the first d~y in order to insure
enrollment in their sections. (Those students who do not attend will
have their classes cancelled.) This, however, does not constitute official withdrawal from college.
NOTE: All fees must be paid by December 6, 1971, in order to retain
your pre-registration.

AT

...

'

•KEN R

Tffe' t)~Jl,_,5
A Robert ff. ~o-Ken RweU Pn4a... Scn.,le1., Ken RweU .... • ... .-, .,...._,....

AT

THETAV

TACO SAUD

70-

:,'·. =.~',·':.=,','.~,=,:=.',·.: =:

WEDNESDA y I DEC. 8

THETAV
all you can eat

)(;\'.~

BEATLE'S PARTY

NOW YOU CAN HAVE SUNDAY DINNER

(Just Like Taco)

)}/}

6 hours of Beatie Music

(4•7 pm)

1 Sc Schooners 8-.2

